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OHAPTm I 
THE BACKGROUND OF CHESTERTON IS CQNCID.'TENESS 
The dialogues of Plato differ greatl;r from the philosophical writings 
of St. Thomas Aquinas. The difference does not lie in st. Thomas. being a. 
philosopher and Plato's tailing to make the grade, for Plato is cert~ 
among the great origin&l thinkers. One of the chief di.t'tel'ences is rather 
in expression. Plato makes strong use of imagination and poetry in expressinl 
himself. He frequentl;r illustrates his philosophy with imaginative figures 
such as the famous: cave. This :1ma.ginati va approach has been employed by 
others who haTe come after Plato. 
But cert&inly one can ask how a.pt is suoh an..approach in spreading and 
sharing ideas. This thesis 18 an attempt to investigate that general 
questicn in a partlcular Wl\7. This thesi,s is conoerned with studying the 
ooncrete element in the writings ot G. K. Chesterton. The chief objeotive 
of the thesis will be to determine whether or not his ooncreteness served 
him as an apt tool in carI71ng out his objective. 
This first chapter will attempt to investigate what might be called the 
antecedents of Chesterton t s concreteness. It will at tempt to show that 
Chestert.on was a man. of deep and varied insight J that this insight led to 
realization at the tundamental realities of life as well as a realization 
that most people were dead to these reaUties J that this realization drove 
Chesterton to sha.re his insight with the masses; .finally, that the concrete 
1 
II 
element in his writing is a means to this end. 
The second chapter w.Ul deal more specifical.ly with examples of this 
concreteness, investigating the qualities which would contribut.e to its ef-
fectiveness. The third cha.pter will investigate the concrete element from 
the point of view of its detective characteristics. The final chapter will 
attempt a summary and conclusion in light of the previous considerations of 
the second and third chapters. 
Now to the business of the first chapter. Friends and enemies of Che&-
tenon can find abundant quotations to supporti their pet opinions of this 
controversial figure. Some laud him as a genius and one of the greatest 
intellects of the centur;y. Others a.re less enthusiastic, almost indifferent 
to his contribution to literature.l A third group almost pities his childish 
banal1ties-writers such a.s the critic in the N,ert I2£li Wsu;1;d who said: "The 
amazing thing is not that Chestertion is so a.bsurdly childish but that people 
can be found to take him seriously as a great thinker. That he has a crack 
'f 
and sometimes dazzling style (though it is Wearing) may be admitted, but as 
a thinker he is a total failure ... 2 
However, there a.re many competent men Who deal much more favorably with 
Chesterton. One finds references to him in the most unexpected places. Sud-
-Ion this point see: Albert C. Baugh, ! l,iterAfl Hist9tZ 9S. En&bwlS (New 
York, 1948) p. 1599; Emile Legouie and Louis Cazaaian,! HiGoa !2! !bellss 
Literature (New York, 1942), pp. 1344-1345; B. Ifor Evans, ! Shod: Hist9lf s! 
EP,&lJeh Litemure (London, 1940) 1 p. 225r George Sutherland Fraser, l!l! 
Modem Writ~r !!!! His WorJad (London, 1953), pp. 29~96. 
~ew Yom WorJag, March 9, 19,30, p. 11. 
denly a philosopher will introduce a reference to Chesterton in the midst of 
highly technical terms and concepts, a8 Etienne Gilson does in Ih~ Unitz S?! 
PJ'd loaqpJ:j,9M :m?m!riene!. Here Gilson uses Chesterton I s detective I Fr. Brown I 
as an example of a man who knew the distinction between philosoph,y and 
theology.'; The direct reference is to Fr. Brown, but really Gilson is praising 
the insight of' his creator,Chesterton. 
But more explicitly Chesterton is placed among the first in many fields. 
Philosophy, literature, oriticism, sociology, history-all of these were grist 
tor Chesterton's mill. We find one of the most signiticont tributes to the 
genius of ChElsterton and his insight coming fran Gilson again. Speaking of 
jS§:int Th9!1laB Agylnas, this a.uthor who }lAS himself published mB.llY brilliant 
Yolu"'l19s on the lL'1gelic Doctor say'S: 
I consider it as being without possible comparison the best 
book ever written on St. Thomas. Nothing short of genius 
can account for such an ac.uevement. Everybody will no doubt 
admit that it is a • clever' book, but the few readers who 
have spent twenty or thirty years in~ studying St. ThOF.i8.S 
Aquinas t and who, perhaps t have themsel Tea published two or 
three volumes on the subject, eannot fail to percei VEl that 
the so-called twit' of Chesterton has put their scholarship 
to sh8.l!le. He has guessed all that which we had tried to 
demonstrate, and he has said all that which they were more 
or less clumsily attempting to express in academic formulas. 
Chesterton was one of the deepest thinkers who ever exiated; 
he was deep because he was right; and he could not help being 
right; but he could not etther help being modest and charitable, 
so he lett it to those who could understand him to know that 
he was right, and deep; to the others, he apologized for being 
right.4 
3Etienne Gilson, :the Uro.itz .2!: ?,hiloso;nhiciJ. r£lJ2eriePoe (New York, 1947), 
p. 48. 
~ Clemens, Chesterton Ar! .§.!!.n l?z His ConteL1D,2ra;j.!S (New York I 
1939), PP. l50-15lt no source given. 
4 
Another philosopher has also recognized and praised the insight of 
Chesterton in connection with the same book, Si¥!t 1hS!fAs AguJMs. E. L. 
Mascall, writing on natural theology, refers the reader to Chest.erton on 
several occasions. In the following quotation he points out a facet of 
Chesterton's insight which also prompted an esaay by Fr. Feeney entitled 
liThe }!etaphysics of Chestertonll • 5 
Very few people, I think, have had such a vivid apprehension 
of the reality and actuality of finite beings as the late G. 
K. Chesterton. It is seen in his discuss:ion of the 'lhomist 
attitude to Being in his brilliant little book Saint Thomas 
Aquinas (ch. vi). It comes out in quite another form in the 
following extract from a letter to his fianc&e, to which Dr. 
~"/. G. Peck has kindly drawn 1IfY attention: 
I I am black but comel.1 at this moment; because the 
cyclostyle hAs blacked me. • •• I like the cyclostyle ink.; 
it is so~. I do not think there is ~one who takes 
quite such a fierce pleasure in things being themselves as I 
do. The startling wetness of water excites and intold..cates 
me: the fieriness of fire'6the steeliness of steel, the unut-
terable muddiness of mud.' 
But philosophy is not the only field in which Chesterton is recognized. 
His first book 'Was in the field of literary- criticism, a field wlUch he con-
tinued to cultivate for the rest of his writing days. His brother Cecil 
speaking of his criticism in 1wJJ.! l'zP.lS says: 
• Twelve Types ' gives pregnant r.ints of unused powers as a 
critic. Two of the essays-those on Charlotte Bront~ and 
Scott--are real Criticism., so tar as they go, and extra-
ordinarily illuminating and convinCing, theagh they are 
5Leonarcl Feeney, The LeoI'¥lrd F~en!'l: Qmnibus (New York, 194.3), pp. 2QS...22.3. 
6 E. L. 14aseall, E..tistenae e MaloQ (London, 1949), p. 83. 
rather sketches of their subjects taken from one particular 
angle than exhaustive studies of them. In some of the others 
there are phra.ses and sentences £'ull of insight. The follo\dng 
description of the literary quality of Tolstoy's stories is 
almost perfect. • • • There is the quiCk eye for essentials 
~tich is the first quality of a good critic. 
And, indeed, when Hr. Chesterton allOt1S himself to be 
a critic pure and simple he is always good.? 
Julius West , another contempora.:r;r of Chesterton' s, is not always sympa.-
thetic towards his work, but on the question of literary criticism he agrees 
with Cecil. Besides the inSight which Cecil notes, West points to other 
qualities evident in Chesterton's criticism: liThe journalistic touch, when it 
is good, means the preservation of a work. And Chesterton has tha.t most es-
sential part of a criticts mental equipment-what we call .. in an inadequately 
descriptive manner, insight. He was no mean critic, whatever the tricks he 
played. • • • He has a wandeI'M intuitive gift of feeling for the right 
metaphor .. for the material object that best symbolizes an impression. IIS 
This gift for the right metaphor, the ability to select the proper 
material object, will take up the greater part of discussion in thl.s thesis. 
It is sufficient now to note that Mr. West considers it an essential and 
praiseworthy aspect of Chesterton1 s style. 
A great deal of Chesterton 1 s journalistic writing and the editorship of 
two different papers were prompted b,Y his vital interest in the sociological 
problems of his times. He and Belloc crusaded. constantly for distributism. 
Msgr. Knox COI1'l1ented favorably several tirc(es on the Chester-Balloe presen-
7Cecil Chesterton, ,g. !. Che@tel"t9i: A Cra,tiplasm (New York, 1919), pp. 
77-78. 
8Jullus West, Q.!. Cbe6,~onl ! Crl;tlaaJ. SMlldy (London, 1915), pp. 83-84. 
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tattoo of this doctrine and Mm:de Ward gives this evaluation of his sociologi-
cal work: uTo quote Hegr. Knox again, I I ca.ll that wan intellectuall;y great 
who is an artist in thought • • • I call that rrAn intellectually great who can 
work equally well in any medium.' The poet-philosopher worked suprisingly 
well in the medium. of sociology. ,,9 
Sociology can be closely allied with polltics-and was in the England 
ot Chesterton. Again we find G. K. C. aoknowledged as a man with real 
acumen in this field. The note of ease and naturalness is again evident in 
l-ir. Kenner·' s follOwing oOlnment on the political insight ot Chesterton: 
The April, 1946 issue of PoJ.it+os, to take another example, 
oontains some 10,000 anxious words of socialist seU-
searching under the general title, 'The Root is Man.' The 
author is a sincere marl, and 8. responsible one. Yet to 
follow him in his va,linnt I hesitant, .tumbling approach 
to the Chestertonian position ••• is to realize most 
forcibly, while applauding a new political hopefulness, 
the fact that III'. Dwight I':Iacdonald is merely groping 
after the L:l.Ost elern.entary principles of vful'!t IS P Nltb 
~ WorJ.d, which Chesterton dashed off in 1912. 
Chesterton was asked to do IM.nY books ~ which he did not really' ca.re to 
write. One of these WlW The Short Hist2J7 Slt. &.'l~, which he was forced 
to write because of a legal technicality: he had si@:led i .. r.ith the pUblishers 
to write one book which failed to materialize; they then demanded that he 
tulf'iU his contract by writing this history. As usual Chesterton hurried 
it through. Here is the verdict on the book by an Ene;tish professor of history 
nyeu can find no dates in this liistory and a min.iraUL1 of facts, but you can 
~sie Ward, G;iJ;bert Keith Clwster,t.on (l'low York, 1943) J p. 300. 
l%ugh Kenner, Paradox in Chesterton (New York, 1947), p. 110. 
i 
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lind vision. The History professor D.t London University said to Lawrence 
Solomon that it tms full of inaccuraci(Js, yet 'He's got soc'!.cthin,Z we ha.dn't 
got. f 1/11 
Hilaire Belloc said something sim.U.a.r about the vision of Chesterton 
concerning the Catholic Church. Beilce sots up a. strange criterion for judging 
whether or not the r-lsing generation of Eo,glishmen are thinking or not. The 
criterion is simply whether or not they read The ~. Delloe says of this 
book: III am. curious and even meditative upon its probable fate. If it is 
read by the generation now risir..g, that will mea..'1 that England is bcginr.ing 
to think. If it is forgotten, that 'Will mean that thought is i'aiJ.J .. a.~H for 
nowhere has there boen 4.oro thoro1lt:.-;h tluL''1king ru1.d clear'or expositioll in our 
time. u12 
From what has just beon sa.id it see.r;.s evider ..:t tbat CLestert,on did 
possess a varied and deep power of insight. Now insight i:;) li'WI'Oly one side 
of the coin, for within the genius the inSight causes a deep appreciation 
• 
and otten the desire to communica.te the vision to others. This ",;as tru.e of 
Chesterton. 
He saw clearl;;r t:"l3.t the vast :-njorit.y of people aro\IDd him were as 
completely unaware of the realities ()f daily lito as he W<lS a"\!lare of t,hem. 
He frequently speaks of "fuzzy audiences" ""no fk'1.Ve ceased thinking and are 
long since dead to most of life f S llloruiers. This prompted l1.im-evel1 drove him-
Uward, pp. 416-417. 
12Hilair e Belloc, .9.rl .t:.b.! PJAC! 9.l. GaJ,2!n Ch!§tenoa 1u w.JJ.sb Letter; 
(New York, 1940), p. 67 .. 
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to want to share with the masses his own wonder and realliation. He says in 
his Autobi0stlPhY: 
This was the primary problem for me, certa.inly in order ot 
time and largely in order ot logic. It was the problem of 
how men could be made to realize the wonder and splendor of 
being alive, in environments which their daily criticism 
trea.ted as dead-ali ve, and which their imagination had lett 
tor dead. It is normal tor a man to boast when he can, or 
even when he can't, that he is a citizen ot no mean city. 
But these men had really resigned themselves to being citizens 
of mean cities; and on every side ot us the mean cities 
stretched tar away beyond the horizon; mean in their archi-
tecture, mean in costume, mean even in manners; but, what 
was the only thing that rea.lly mattered, mean in the imagi-
native conception ot their own inhabitants. • •• This, I 
say by way ot prelim:1.na.ry guide or direction, was what 
originally lid me into certain groups or movements and away 
trom others. J 
Chesterton otten speaks ot the need tor a new way ot popularizing our 
whole philosophy' ot life. He says, there Ilis a. need tor the restatement ot 
religious truth. • • • There is a very urgent need tor a verbal paraphrase 
ot many ot the tundamental doctrines; simply because people have ceased to 
understand them as they are traditionally !tated. It does not follow fran 
this that the traditional statement is not the true statement. It only means 
that the traditional statement now needs to be translated. II 14 
Hugh Kenner in Pa.rass.x JD.Cbsutt,!wn considers this entire aspect ot 
Chesterton at great length. He maintains that the special rhetorical purpose 
of Chesterton is to overcome the mental inertia ot his audience which causes 
·13Gilbert Keith Chesterton, Ib!. Autob!9S'N?hZ 5>l. Q.. 1. Chestertop (New 
York, 1939), pp. 1.32-1.33. 
::t4Gllbert Keith Chesterton, The Ttdlli: 1ibz 1 !!A A Ca1thQMc (New York, 
19)0), p. l8S. 
them to see without ever re:aJJ&W. He ~s about Chesterton: 
He strove above a.ll else to show men what he saw, on the 
principle that a thing once seen is its own proof. 'False 
religion • • • is always trying to express concrete facts 
as abstract; it calls sex affinity; it calls wine alcohol; 
it calls brute starvation the economic problem. The test 
of true religion is that its energy drives exactly the other 
waY'; it is always trying to make men feel truths as facts; 
always trying to make abstract things as plain and solid as 
concrete things; always trying to make mea, not merely admit 
the truth, but see, smell, handle, hear and devour the truth .tlS 
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So we see the concrete element taking its place in the mental outlook 
of Chesterton. This is not to say that he merely picked it up and used it 
as a carpenter would a hammer-beca.use this is the tool needed to drive the 
nails home. The concrete presentation grows from Chesterton's realization 
which involves a strong pictorial imagination and artist· s nature. Thus it 
is at once a natural expression and an effective mode of performing his task. 
While Chesterton himself never speaks expliCitly about his own concrete-
ness he does state his case rather fully on a parallel aspect, his humor. By 
a brief consideration of his attitude on th:i;. the place of his concreteness will 
also become clearer. 
Chesterton admits that some elements of his writing ~{e it second rate. 
He is the first to proclaim that he is a journalist and nothing more. l'i'hen 
T. S. Eliot accuses him of using too much alliteration, he simply admits that 
he does use too much alliteration. He does not defend his style against ill 
accusations, but he does defend his style on one count-that it is prompted 
by a definite motive. 
10 
Whether he is humorous, concrete, paradoxical, or brilliant, he is such 
because he feels there is no other way of achieving his goal. He replies to 
his critics: 
I only ask in all seriousness, that they should understand the 
necessities of our sort of self-assertion as well as recognizing 
the existence of their own. And I do ask them to believe that 
when we try to make our semons and speeches more or less 
amusing, it is for the very simple and even modest reason tha.t 
we do not see why the audience should listen unless it is more 
or less amused. Our mode of speech is conditioned by the fact 
that it really is what some have fancifull.;r supposed the func-
tion of speech to be; something addressed by somebody to some-
bodf else. It has of necessity all the vices and vulgarities 
attacbf&g to a speech that really is a speech and not a so11-
loqtq. 
Chesterton wanted to reach the people with his messa.ge. To do this, one 
had to make contact with them. He was wUling to maintain this contact by 
means of .flippancy, because he had to be a Itpopularll writer in order to 
achieve his end. 
To make 'What is now called a popular speech it is indeed 
necessary to II'Ake it only too like what is C$,lled an 
after...clinner speech; to keep our cOM¢ion with the 
nomal life only by a th:!n thread of nippancy. But at 
least the connection is kept J and something remains of 
what is rea.lly the archetypal relation hlplied in the 
very existence of the arts. It is not altogether our 
fault if a chasm has opened in the community of beliefs 
and social traditions, which can only be spanned by the 
far ha.lloo of the buffoon. l ? 
One should carefully note the point Chesterton is ma..1d...1'lg here. Flippancy 
is something to be used if it helps and a.voided if it hinders. G. K. Chester-
16GUbert Keith Chestprton, The ~ Im9. the StwJlgws (New York, 193,), 
pp. 18-19. 
17 -lh!4.., p. 22. 
II 
ton is not Mother Oscar vJilde, coining paradoxes and epigrams for the 
honor they bring their maker.. To sum up his stand on the question, it will 
help to quote a passage tram Heretics which has parallels in several of his 
other works. 
Hr. McCabe th:L't'lks thnt I am not seriou.s but only funny, 
because N'r. HcCabe thinks that funny is the opposite of 
serious. Funny is the oppotd.te of' not tunny and. of nothi. .. ·lg 
else. The question of whether a man expresses himself in 
a. grotesque or a la.ughable phraseology, is • • • a question 
of instinctive language and self-expression •. Whether a 
mn chooses to tell the truth in long sentences or short. 
jo~,es is n. problem analogous to whether he chooses to tell 
the truth in French or German. Whether a man preaches his 
gospel grotesquely or gravely is merely like the question 
of whether he pre!'l.ches it in prose or verse. • • • The 
truth is, as I have said, that in this sense the two qualities 
of tun and seriousness have nothing whatever to do with each 1$ 
other, they are no more comparable than bla.c..tc and triangular. 
Chesterton is sa~L~ in effect: One thing is necessar,r--to communicate 
the tremendous realities wrich make up Jj.fe. How this is done does not 
matter, it is the d~~hat makes the difference. 
An attempt has been made to show in ttds chapter that G. K. Chesterton 
possessed deep i..'1.sight, tha.t his insight prompted hi.'U to share it with those 
who lacked such vision, finally that concrete expression followed from this 
insight and served him as a tool in the communication of it. 
The follo~1-'1.g chapters ~dll investigate the concreteness more in detail 
and attatnpt to evaluate it. In these chapters the a.d.vanta.ges of this concrete 
expression as '\{Sll a.s its dj.sadvantages ll.'ill be diSCUSSed. 
lSGilbert Keith Chesterton, li!WiS! (New York, .1905) J pp. 220-.221. 
CHAPTER n 
THE GOOD POINTS OF CHEST.ffiTON t S CONCHh"l':&JJiSS 
The last chapter discussed what might be called the subjective aspect 
of' sharing inSight. It will be well before beginning a. more detailed investi-
gation, to consider the objective aspect. IV this is meant: just what elements 
are involved in transmitting an insight fran one person. to another? In each 
of Chesterton I s successful attempts to convey his intuition he must be ful-
filling certain basic requirements. What are these? How does the author 
make the reader see what he has seen so clearly? 
This problem seems best anawered by a.nalyzing what is meant when a person 
says, "I see, I understand, I reali.ze. 1I St. Ignatius Loyola in his ~'pir1tupJ, 
Exercises gives a clue to this by the construction of his points in various 
meditations. In one.. for instance, he wents the earcitant to D.!, to DlilW • 
• 
how little and worthless he really is. sO' he says: iiI will consider who I 
am.. and by means of examples humble myseJ.t; 1. What am I compared with all 
men? 2. What are all men compared with the angels and saints of paradise? 
:3. Consider what all creation is in comparison with God. Then I alone .. what 
can I be? 4. I will consider all the corruption and loathsomeness of my 
body. 5. I will consider mysel! as a. source of corruption and contagion from 
which has issued countless sins and the most offensive poison."l 
11he SPir3:tuAJ. ItWre3:§e§ 91. St. IWt1u§.. translated by Louis J. Puhl J 
S. J. {Westminster, l'faryland, 195iY, p. '0. 
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St. Ignatius would have the exercita.nt take a cert..-1.in set of data, some 
actual facts and consider them in a. new way. There is a God. I have sinned. 
My- body is co.rrupt. Men are not much compared to. God. M;r sins are like 
po.ison exuding trom my body. Taken in random order these truths do not carr,y 
much of' an impact compared to. the effect attained by Ignatius as he builds 
these elements to a. clima.x. Ignatius has so arranged the elements that new 
relations and meanings become evident, thus maldng the sa'lle elements capable 
ot producing an insight in the reader. From ti ve or six separate elements a 
new unity a.rises, which, like the human body is roore tha."l a collection ot 
arms and legs-it is so.:llething all va and capable of' producing life like its 
own. 
Another ex::unple of how one comes to "see and realize" is the proot in 
Geometry that the three angles of' a tri4ngle equal a straight angle, 1800. 
Just staring at a triangle and a straight line is usua.lly' futile tor the 
average student, and yet these a.re the .r.ll.t!\.terial.s our of vlhich the proof nIl 
ultimately come. But the fact is only evident af'ter SOl':leone has juggled the 
elements of the data in such a. way that tba student can soe 6o.r:lcthing new in 
the matter. 
A 
~, 
,'/ \ 
\ 
~./ UV~ .. 
,/ 
Onee it has been shown that the angles equal three other angles ~~ 
on a. straight line, the proof is irrmediately peqn. The 1!k.'ltter is now seen 
into, an insight has been shared. 
Nov,. Chesterton is in an analogous situation. He wants others to see as 
he does. But he is dealing with absolutes, logical consistency, metaphysiCS" 
a.nd like rr'..atters. Most of his audience are not llsed to handling these con-
cepts. He implies that they are prepared for little more tr.an bread and cir-
cuses \'Jhen he speaks of "the cloudy condition of the raind of the ordinary 
audiences. u2 
So Chesterton's job will be to so jugcle his matter that new realities 
become apparent. He will have to be like St. Ignatius arranging religious 
truths in a WBy that packs a punch. But even this will not be sufficient. 
For, the very elalYlents which he must juggle are not intelligible to his 
audience as they stand, in their abstract nakedness. Hence Chesterton IS 
introduction of' the concr.rt.es of simile" Jnetaphor, p..l1.raJJ.eliSl'!l.. These now 
bridge the gap that lie~ betl.;een the mind or the reader and the reality 0:£ 
the conaept,s. 
For example, Chesterton was aware and a:ma.zed by the reality of such an 
eve17-day coollnodity as erlstence. Now this word bas no rraotical TJea.n1ng for 
Illost people, it is aJ..rIlost devoid of significance. Ho,,! does Chestert,on present 
this for the conaumpt,ion of his audience? In a 1vr.ry l·,'hich is geared to have 
meaning as well as impact. He speaks of the ,,;onder of existing for seven days, 
the ordinary week. 11l,,'hat has really happened during the last seven days and 
1.5 
nights? Seven times we have been dissol VEld i11tO darkness as ;";0 shall be dis-
solved into dust; our very selves, so far as we know, have been wiped out ot 
the world of living things; a..'1d seven times we have be~ll raised alive like 
Lazarus, and found all C~lr limbs and sonses l.l.r.!.wtcre'.i, w1.tL tll<~ comi..'1g of the 
day. 113 
This chapter wIll nOi1 consider Chesterton':3 COflcrc:. tt;uess and the good 
points which it had. First the simile and metaphor w:U1 be conSidered; they 
will be treated as one figure of speech for the pw'poses of this thesis. 
Next tho pa.rallelism, a distinctive characteristic of Chesteltonts prose, as 
well as his use of symbolism, "trill be conside';:·(K!. ArJ.d fina.lly his use of 
concrete examples and stories to introduce his essays .and. books will be 
studied. This lattf;r fon!! of concreteness :rlll be rcfcl'red to as the COllOl--ete-
stimulus. 
On6 need read only a small bit of Chesterton to see that the meta.phor and 
simile were constuntly his tools. This CQ!l.st~t use oJ: &uch ligures fita 
• 
~ 
perfectly with tho view of Chesterton a.s a lntm who possesses a. genius, who 
ha.s insit;ht. As lone a.go as Aristotle, this "i~as a recognized fact,. tilt is 
also a r;.s,rk of genius .. since a good m.etaphor implies arl illt\.i.it,ive ,iJOr'Cept,ion 
ot the similarity in dissindlars. n4 
But evon more to the point of this thesis, the r,s.etapllOl' is an apt tool 
'liard .. p. 643 • 
. 4Aristotle, Poetics, cited by Herbert Read, Englj.sh Prose Stu! (New 
York, 1952), p. 25. 
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for the conmru.nication of insight. Herbert. Read supports this assertion. "(AJ 
metaphor is the swift illumination of an equivalence. Two images, or an idea. 
and an ima.ge, stand equal a.nd opposite; clash together and respond signifi-
cantly, surprising the reader with a sudden light. II 5 This sudden light sounds 
like the very element Chesterton wants to awaken in hispubllc. 
As Chesterton himself says, "it does sometimes happen that the metaphor 
is many-sided, like the diamond." This is true of Chesterton' s metaphor. F. 
L. Lucas suggests a.t least six. sides to the gem of metaphor. He says: Il}.reta-
phor, above all, can give strength, clarity, and speed; it ca.n add ••• hWllOUl' 
individuality, poetry.u6 These elements seem to be found in the figures of 
speech of Chesterton. Examples will now be studied to establish this. 
The tirst ct.lllOlfU/it.terlstic is that of strengtY '..Uld energy. He ma.nifests 
this quality when he concludes a discussion on the value ot the syllogism with 
a strong metaphor. His argument has proceeded with logical clarity and he 
caps off the series ot pa.ragraphs with tliese sentences. "What is really meant, 
and what is much more reasonable, is that the old syllogists sometimes set 
out the syllogism at le~h; and certa1nl.y that is not a.l:ways necessary. A 
man can run down three steps much more quickly than that; but a man cannot run 
down three steps if they are not there. If he does, he w1l1 break his neck, 
as it he walked out of a tourth-story window.,.7 
.5rierbert. Read, EnpJ1sb ProS! §i.:rlJ! (New York, 1952), p. 25. 
6r-. L. Lucas~ stm (London~ 1955), p. 203. 
7GUbert Keith Chesterton, Saint T1l2mll A~ (New York, 1933), p. 191. 
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In this figure the reality of mere logical error is brought home with 
a.ll the force and clamor of a boa:,- physiea1ly tumbling down stairs, head over 
hee~s. Chesterton helps the reader realize that intellectual error is quite 
a.s real, it not as evidently disastrous J as physical mishap. The force of 
the a.rgument does not depend on whether or not a three-step fall would snap 
a. man's neck; but the force of ill ot Chesterton's previous argument grows 
a.live and much more significant in this figure. The vitality and reality 
which Chesterton perceived in the order of ideas finds expression for others 
to ahare. How much stronger the expression is here than it he merely said J 
'tThe syllogism is a necessary means of arguing correctly. A man will 10gica11 
err it he violates the syllogism." 
In another tigure one finds this strength ot expression well balanced 
by two other qualities which are characteristic of G. K. Chesterton1s prose-
all:.lteration and a striking use ot color. In The EverlaftinK liIn he is 
stri"Ving to emphasize the desire of man to represent somehow the power ot the 
'j 
gods, or God. Chesterton again sums up a series of expository sentences in 
t his way. It A South American idol _8 made as ugly as possible J as a Greek 
image was made as beaut1tul as possible. They were seeking the secret polIer J 
by W'Ortdng backwards against their awn nature and the nature of things. There 
was always a sort of ye&rning to carve at last, in gold or granite or the 
dark red timber ot the forests, a face at which the sk7 itself would break 
like a cracked mirror. ,,8 
SGilbert Keith Chesterton, The EDr~§stw .HiQ (New York, 1926), p. 13.5. 
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The phrase "a face that would stop a clockll is common enough. The 
meaning is irnmediatly clear and strong. Here the idea is heightened and 
strengthened in a three-fold way. The sound or the words II gold, II If gran1 te, " 
"dark red timber of the foreats," have a heavy and solemn sound even -when 
pronounced mentally, The onomatopoeia. of nthe sky itself would break like a 
cracked roirroru is a.n obrlous advantage. F:l.ns.lly the idea. of ugliness so great 
that its force could reach to the heavens and shatter it as if with a heavy 
hammer, proves its worth by' being short, crisp, and yet clear; while it loses 
all of this when one tries to paraphrase it and spell out all the implications. 
The second characteristic wbichthe metaphor gi. ves Chesterton' s work is 
clarity. While all of these characteristics overlap somewhat there a.re some 
figures which manifest a certain one more strongly than another. The following 
figures seem best classified as figures leading to clarity. 
In ~J.1nt Thopas MlQna§ Chestert:.on is trying to make a point clear to 
the reader. It is not a very import:.ant point, but the ex.ample helps show the 
facet of clarity: 
~ 
Needless to say, I am not so sil1.y' as to suggest that all 
the writings of St. Thomas a.re simple and straightforward; 
in the sense of being easy to understand. There are pas-
sages I do not in the least understand myself; there are 
passages that puzzle much more learned and logical philo-
sophers than I am; there are passages about which the greatest 
Thomists still differ and dispute. But that is a question 
of a thing being hard to read or understand: not hard to 
accept when understood. That is a mere matter of liThe Cat 
sat on the Hatll being written in Chinese characters; or 
ttMary had a Little Lamb" in Egyptian hieroglyphics. The only 
point I am stressing here is that Aquinas is almost always 
on the aide of si::lplicity J and supports the ordinary man t s 
acceptance of ordinary truisms. 9 
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Regardless or lmat a man might think about this statement on St. Thomas, 
one thing is obvious-what Chesterton means is clear. By lllustrating with 
this simple example, the idea becomes more familiar and immediately clear. 
Anyone sees the difference betwe..'1 "Mary had a. Little Lamb" written in Egyptian 
hieroglyphics and the theory of relativity written in English. The one is 
Simple but perhaps .l!!I I2c1dens difficult to get to. The other is complex 
and difficult. regardless of language. 
Anyone who has studied soholastic philosophy will appreciate the ease 
and clarity with which Chesterton e.."'Cposes the idea of potency. The concept 
itself is common enough and Chesterton keeps it clear by using simile even 
though he is dealing in a phUosophic realm. While he is not directly ex-
plaining the concept of potency, his indirect axposition is clear and effec-
tive. "They are potential and not actual; they are unfulf'llled, like packets 
of seeds or boxes of fireworks. They have in them to be more real than they 
are. And there is an upper world of what ,the Schoolmen called Fruition, or 
• 
~ 
Fulfillment, in which all this relative rela.tivity becomes actualitYJ in which 
the trees burst into flowr or the rockets into rJ.ame.u10 
The basic notion ot potency is quite readily understood when the author 
uses such exa:m.ples as seeds and firecrackers. Aleo such use emphasizes the 
fact that the concept of potency is taken from the real world of flowers and 
flames and not imposed upon it by some flowering i:J8.gination or flaming intel-
lect. 
It final. example of a metaphor which manifests clarity is found in Ortho-
.MR. Here Chestert.on is describing the mental state of a mad.man. In 
nineteen words he captures and. express .. t.bia state almost perfectly.. He 
usee t_ quick figures. both emphaWing an aspect of such a state. "He is 
in the clean and well-l1t prieon of ana :ideal he 18 sharpened. to one pa!ntul 
point,.ull 
Much of the clarit7 and. .ffect 1& achieved by the e;raet and brief d.cr! 
\ion. Each word has 1te tunction. Each word: Joins with the others in den0-
tation and connotati_ to present a clean, clear picture .. 
!b.e nat f'u.-t which Mr. Lucas mentions 1a that of speed. This he de-
t1nefI u "the powr of metaphor to croW the maxhmxm of ideas into every 
minute. ,,12 
1 atr1king example of this paokina a abort group of words ldth great 
potent.1a1-llke that of seedS or .:tq.roo1c .......... ppea.rs in ~ ih9M1 Ag:y,1.na.a. 
In spea.\dng ot tbe borrGwinc ot non-Ohriatian philoSOphy to construct the 
tN11l8WOric ot hia ami nentl;y Christian doctr.1ne, Ohesterton points out that tor 
• 
Thomas this .. not a _" bol'TOWinat KXt ~wae not. a comp:rom.1ae with the 
world, or a 8Ul'1'ender to heathens OJ" heretiCS, or even a mere borrowing ot 
external aida, ew.n when it did borrow t.hem. In..o far ae it did reach out 
to the llght of common dq, it was like the action of a plant wh1cb by its 
own toroe thrusts out ita leave. into the sun, not. like the action of one who 
merely let. daylight into a prison. ,,13 
llaUbert. Keith Chesterton, ~ (New Yo., 1940), p .. 38. 
l.\ucas~ p. 205. 
l3cbest.erton, SI" Da$1N AmI." p. 12. 
An investigation ot theee two sentences will show that there is a d.eeper 
and tu:J.J.er meaning here than appears at first glance. Chesterton wants to 
point up a contrast a.n4 thus make his point. St. Thomas did not merely' borrow 
fran. the non-Christian 80'lU'Ce8, rather he assimilated. them into his own 
eyatem as a 11 ving organism makes other t.b1nga .. part. ot itself.. The sun in 
this figure stands tor truthS and. just a.s the sun 18 God's g1.f't to all, giving 
l1gh't to the sinner and aa1nt, so is truth meant tor all men. So he impllee 
that truth is the goal. ot Thomae, even whtm he bad. \0 get thia truth £rom a 
eeem1ng1.y unt.ruthtuJ. souro~r at least .. 8OUl'Oe which posseseed only partial 
truth. 
~t the real taurden ot the tigure rest.s in the contrast of the immanence 
ot the plant's activity and. the mere pUaiYityof a dark prison cell. !he 
plant has power, ill., un:lty whioh make it a 11 v:I.ng thing.. This means tha.t it 
- , 
... ;t#ItI, can nouri.sh itsell', can produce a1milar lite, and tinal.ly can re-
pair d.amage to an 1nj1:d'ed part.. these are the "big tour" by which the psycho-
" 
logiet diat1npisbes llVing from llOll-l1v1n1matter. The plant seeks to as-
similate the stm t a rqs in order to add to its own 1nd.ependent lite. The ex-
istence ot a 11v.1ng thing depencls CD aas1milating its proper object; it must 
incorporate others to itselt or per1lh. 
Notice that Cbeatel'ton do_ not mention letting sun into a prison as an 
evil. It 1s merely ditf'erent. Here we haft a cell ot stone and iron being 
lit b7 the SUil. The action is that ot the .un on a passive recipient. There 
is not assimilation because there is no ille. Here there is merely the ad-
dition of one more tUement, that of light, to the other elements of stone and 
iron. The fOl"!ller object Uvea, the latter sim:ply lies. 
Working with such figures Chestert:.on allows himself to use the hidden 
and powerful tool of connota.tion. The emotional element which his prose gains 
by this makes it a much stronger instrument in setting up the conditions in 
the reader necessary for the sharing ot insight. In the combination here of 
the flowr an.d the prison cell we tind much of the force of the figure eond.ng 
f~ the connotation of the objects u.sed as examples. To one who has studied 
the philoaophies with which Ch.ste~on deals here, the aptness of the symbols 
is eT.l.dent. The philoaopby' ot Aristotle and the Arabs, who followed him 
c108817 t are not nearly u dark and forbidding as the Stoic doctrine or some 
others J but com.pa.red to tbe new element which Christianity has brought to 
ph1l080~ they do not unjustly bear the title, prison. For in Aristotle and 
the Araba God is ina kind of prisOll of necessity • Whereas in the Christian 
concept, which brought with it the notion of a tree creation we sudd.en13" find 
the libertY' and. beauhy 'Which is aptly 8UDII88d up and a,mbol.1zed. by' a field of 
sunllt fio",". 
.. 
Another figure in Which deep meaning 11es under the surface is found in 
Da IbW. Chesterton is speaking of the evils ot modern mence and organ!-
zatioru "JI.od.em ecience and organization are in a aenae only too natural. 
Thq herd. us like the beasts along lines of heredity or tribal. doom; they- a.t-
tach man to the earth l.i.h a plant instead. of liberating him, even like a 
b1rd, let alone an angel. ,,14 
The tigure appears quite silJlple at fust sight. It the reader were told 
that this figure is very philosophical, he would probably be surprised. Yet 
the statement has a philosophical basis and expresses a. fundamental philo-
sophical fact. The philosophers even as far ba.ck as Aristotle rlAvs spoken ot 
man as a !R!Bw W:\'D.¥lilUl. This shifts the emphasis to the spiritual side 
otman, whereas the usual scholastic definition, 1Q:tsl mtlollAl.t, seems to 
emphas1ee the .animal eide ot man. At any rate, this emphasis on the spiritual 
side of man which calls him an inca.mate spirit is: the point that Chesterton 
is trting to make. 
He sets Up a concrete .l fS!£Y.9d argument here. Modern science tuma 
man into a plant that can onl.3' wave in the wind. the plant cannot even move 
from. place to place aa a bird can. And much leas can a plant make invasions 
into the :realm ot the spiritual world ot ideas and concepts. These elements 
are present in this short. sentence, a.lthough it must be admitted t,hat not 
ewr.r ree.der woulA. be as apt to discover them as a student of philosop.hT. 
'inal.l;r there is a group of figures ::wh1ch might tall under the category, 
• 
apeed. In this group Chesterton uses an 1tDage to SUIIl up a literary figure or 
his style. In 111£114&, he uses this device in passing, but the effect is good. 
-Charity is a. ta.shionable virtue in our time; it is 11t up by the gigantic 
ti~light of Dickens. Hope is " fa.shionable virtue to-day; our attention has 
been arrested tor it by the sudden and 811ftI' trumpet of Stevenson. tt15 
In this quick arA passing figure Chesterton does oatch more than he would 
have if he had :nerely referred to the names of Dickens and stevenson. The 
15 Chesterton, IIemu" pp. 158-159. 
reader 18 reminded of the voluminous vastness of Dickens w1th it.s exuberance. 
Chestert.on reminds his audience of the startling and bright style ot Stevenson 
by using this figure of the trwapet.. It is interesting to note that Chester-
ton uses a variety not onl1 of image but also of the sense to which the image 
refers. The tire appeals to the visual imagination while the sharp stab ot 
trumpets strikes the ear. This variety has a pleasant effeot on the reeder as 
well aa indicating the versatility of Chesterton's image-ma.ld.ng pawer. 
Chesterton had the ability to u.e ezamplee !rom. other arts to get. across 
a certain aspect of a man's style. Two ot the beet elIBmples ot this appear in 
1'*&1 LmaH §1iUJ.9lsm and PbllIQIl- Of' Stnenson he says. 111 .hall have oc-
ca.ion to remaric elsewhere tba.t there i8 one strlctlJ' technical aense in which 
StfJV'll18Ol1 t 8 treatment can be called a. thin or flat. treatment. It i8 a sense 
in which .. might say that a oerta1nstyle in decorative ironwork is light 
and slender, in which we might aq that Whistl.,.' iii 'wa.T of l,a.y1ng on monochrome 
washes .s merelJ' tl&t. • • • But it 1s ••• ent1al. that this criticism should 
not be contused with the suggestion I have ~just answered) the suggestion that 
the spiritual signit:Lcanee of the pattem or the picture is shallow and not 
d •• p.1f16 
The example from Chaucer is similar to thia, but the variation shows that 
each of the figurea ia an 1nd1vi4ual 1mprea.lon describing an individual thing 
To watch the unfold1ng of the genius ot Chaucer ie to watch 
a pattemchanging into a picture; or into a series or piC-
tures. It is something like the illusion of a aiCk or 
sleepy child) staring at a. wall-paper, for whom the nat 
J.60llbert Keith Chesterton, ~ Lst'sQ. §telDAfUm (New York, 1928), pp. 
plante seem. to branch and bloa8Cm, or figures to begin 
to move among the fomal trees. His work begins with the 
pUrelT rhythmic' decorative style ,bat possessed medieval 
prose and verse, even more than medieval painting and 
carving. It ends with something more than the :realism 
of Renaissance picturesl with something suggestive of the 
realism. of modem noftla.17 
This type ot figure does more than merely compress & set o! abstract 
data into an imaginative bundle. Hen Chesterton gets at elements which 
defy descript;ion. tlbole pagea of stutt'7 prose anal.7sis attempt to tell the 
reader thee. very same tacts about Stevenson. or Chaucer. These passa.ges 
can be tound. in m8ll¥ books on these authors. But it would be ditf1cult .for 
the reader to t1nd. the essence better summed up OJ" more clearly expressed. 
Aga1n in ¥b!VS!l we t1nd another example ot the use of tJae art ot archi-
tecture to describe the 2a1<I£lmrl Zalal. 
But the· CanterbU!1)" Tales J the la8t untinishec1 work: of 
Chaucer, is in quite another sense unfinished and tinished. 
It is not only a -new scheme f but a nft 8t71.. It is not 
onl.y a new at71., but potenti&ll.y a new eohool. It 11 &8 
1£ he had been an architect, Who t~ • long and suc-
cessful lit. had planned out the round archeo of the 
R.c:maneaque and the squat pi1la.rs at tJie Norman churches. 
and then, almost on his death-bed, had dreamed of and de-
8igned. the tim Gothic cathedral. For- ind.eed the Canter-
bur.Y Tales do remain rather like a hug., hollow" unfinished 
Gothic cathedral w.lth some of the nick_ empty and some til-
led with statues, and some P4l'1iof the large plan traced 
only in lines upon the grouirA.18 
At other times we lind. Chesterton describ1ng the style of an author like 
Dickens or Thacke~ 1n a quick figurel "For this purpose Thackeray was 
equipped with a singularl,y easy and sympathetic style, carved in slow 80ft 
17Gllbert Keith Chesterton, £kIu9!£ (London, n.d.), p. 154. 
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curwts where Dickens hacked out his ima.ges \dth a hatchet. ltl9 
In the same book, lbl n~ Af&.w. WerA:!a&r.t. Chesterton summarizes 
the mental at.titude of lwredith and Hardy. He aplaJns that both of them 
escaped from the city ot Victor1a.n1au "But to eecape trom a city is one 
thing: to choose a road 18 another. The tree-th1nker who found himself' out-
side· the Victorian city, found himself also in the fork ot two ver,y different 
naturalistic paths. One of them went upwards through a tangled but living 
forest to lonely but healthy' hillsl the other vent down to a swamp. Hardy 
went dawn to botani88 in the swamp, W111e Mered1th climbed towards the sun. 
Meredith became, at his beat, a 80rt. of daintily dressed Walt Whitman: Hardy 
became a sort. of Yil.lage atheist brooding and blasphaming over the village 
idiot ._20 
Or again he uses other figures to show us another aspect ot these two 
ment "Ha.rdy was a well, covered with the 1If'eeds of a stagnant period of scep-
ticism, in m:r view; but ldth truth at the bottClln 01 it J or &n7how with truth-
'j 
tulness at the bottom of 1t. But Meredlth~ was a. fountain. He had exactlJ" 
the shock and shining radiation of a fountain in his own garden wbere he 
entertained us.u21 
NOW'it is certainly conceivable that one would disagree with the con-
clusions which Chestert.on draws about these men, but also one must admit that 
19Qi1bert Keith Chesterton, l'll! V1gtoria.n AJlJJ. J.ll LiUc!mtMm (New York, 
1913), p. 127. 
2~., p. l43. 
21 Chestert.on, A!ltes>b3agmpb;t, p. 2S7. 
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he has taken a whole man and his cast of mind and presented it to his audience 
in a nutshell. In 80 tar as this is a generalization it is open to quali-
fication and t'e1'1nement t as are all genera.l1zations. Howver, one can easily 
8 .. that as a generaU.zat1on and StmIr~ it has an effect beyond the ordinary 
as a result ot the concrete mode ot expression. 
The next aspect to be considered is that. of hUJllOr.. The first chapter 
gave Chesterton' a _and on the question of humor. That it is So characteristic 
element of Oheatertont s pro" 18 admitted. b;y aU ot his orit1ca. In tact it 
otten seMU the critic a club with which he proceeds to 'belabor Chesterton 
about the ears. Bere the discussion or hUl'AOl" will be llmited to that achieved 
in Chetterton's uee of tag.s, sim1les, and. metaphon. 
A noted Jeau1t speaker 1s auppo$eCl to have detined an atter-dinner speech 
as one in which ;,you tell a lew st.or1es to get the audience to laugh) and 
while they bave their mouthe open you throw :1n a few ideas tor' them to chew 
on. Th1a d.eacr1bes well the 11_ which Ch .. sterton often make. of humor. Peopl 
• 
~ 
laugh with him and suddenl.7 realle:e that tbe7 are laughing because they see 
something in a n_ 'WI.7.. lIT16s Connoll3' compares Chesterton t s humor to that of 
Charl1e Chaplin.. He sqa1 If When Hax last.toan uked Charlie ChapUn what it is 
he does to J*Ipl.e to make them laugh, that good artist. very sensibly replied: 
'I make them cGt'lSC1ous ot lite. "You think th:1s :1s it, dontt yw1" I sq. 
"Well, it isn't, but this is, Met" And then they laugh.' It is thus that 
Chesterton flZlterta1nsl he makes people conscious of ille. " ." He startles 
the man who has a.ccept-ed it as commonplace into wonderment. He jolts the sub-
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jeotiv1st out of hiJucdt.,,22 
In Heretics Chestert.on uses a definitely' humorous exa.mple to emphasize 
a definitely serious and true tact-that the man who is always talking a.bout 
health and strength .1a growing weak; that the countX'7 which 1s growing weak 
and ineffective beg:l.n$ to talk about etf'101enq. 
So it i. that when a man t. ~ i. a Vl"eCk he begins, for 
the first time, to talk about health. Vigorous organisms 
talk no\ about t.he1l" processes, but about their aims. • .. • 
There can be no at.ronger sign of a coar •• !lJ$t.er1al health 
than the tend.ttr1C7 to run after high and wild 14eals. .. .. .. 
HUdebrand would have sud that he .. WOl"1d.rlg Jlot tor ef-
ficiency, but for \he Oathollc ChurCh. Danton would have 
said that he 'WU woridng not for efficiency, but tor libert,y, 
equal.1ty, and fraternity.. Even it the ideal of such men 
wre simply the id.eal of kicking a :an 4ownatairs, they 
thought of the end like men, not of the process l.ike para-
l1t1ca. 'they did not Stq, 'Efficiently elevating rtq right 
leg, . using, ;you 1d.ll notiee, the muscles of the thigh and 
callf, which a.re in excellent order, 1-.' Their feeling 
was quite different. • ThaT were so tiUecl w.lth the beaut1 ... 
tul vision of the man lJring tlat at the toot of the sta:1r-
ca •• that :in that "st.., the reat lollowed. in a flash. Z3 
Since ~ 18 either .ffective at !1Jtst sight or not at. all no attempt 
• 
will be made to spell CNt the humor of this puaa,ge. It v.Ul. be noted I how-
ever, that the axample does semee, and that with a amUe. 
The next. two examp~ of' the humor ot Chesterton al"8 interesting because 
they are both unci to communicate phllosoph1c truth. The first eDnlple ap-
pears merely U'tls:S.ng at tint glance. But the reader may be aurpri&eci to 
learn that this bit ot humor conta:1na the proof tor the superiOrity of the 
human soul over the souls of an:imals. While the proof fran Rational Psycho-
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logy might look more protessionalit ccmtains tittle mol"e content than Chea-
tert.on'lS reflections and a great deal less interest.. 
That man and brute are like, is in a sense. a truism) but, 
that being so like they should then be so insanely unlike J 
that 18 the shock and the en1sma. That an ape has bancls 
1a tar 1es8 interesting to the philosopher than the tact 
that having hands he does next. to nothing with them; does 
not play knuckle-bones or the violin; does not carve marble 
or carve mutton. People talk of barbaric architecture and 
debased a.rt. But elephants do not build coloS8a.l temples 
of iYOl7 even in a :rococo 8ioyle. camels do not pa1nt even 
bad pictures. though equipped with the material of mat'G" 
camel t s-bail" brushes. Certain mod.em dreamers IJ&'f that ants 
and. bees have a society superior to ours. fbq have, indeed, 
a civ1l1sationJ but that \f'elT tru.th onl7 reminds us that 
it 18 an interior civ1l1satlon. Who eftr to'l.ll'1d an ant....tU.ll 
deGOrated with the· statues of celebrelWd ant.? Who baa 
.een a. bM-hive caned with the images ot gorgeous queens 
of old.?24 
In fact the humor is eo obvious in th18 passage that even Chesterton 
realizes that h:ls readers a1gtlt mlata.ke his purpose here. Jut how much this 
danger m:l.ght influence the eftectiYeM.,8 ot hU work wUl be discussed in the 
later chapters. But it mq be helpful to :~. here that he antiCipated his 
critics who accuse him of humor without seriOus content: 
It you h.T that two sheep added to two sheep make fotll!' 
sbeep, your audience will a.ccept· J.1l pat.1ent~ sheep. 
But it you s8¥ it of two l:I1Ollkeys, or two kangaroos, or 
two ..... green Fitt1ue, people Wl.ll refuse to believe 
that two and two make four. They seem to imagine that 
;rou have made up the a.r1thmet1c. just as you ha.ve made 
up the 111uatration of the arit.tie. And though they 
would actually lmow that what you say i8 sense J it they 
thought about it sensibly J they cannot bltl1.ve that any-
• I. 
I 
,0 
thing decorated by an incidental joke can be senaible.25 
The final exampJ.e ot the humol"OUB aspect of' Chesterton' s concreteness 
again expresses philosophic tact. Cbesterton is trying to show that among the 
pagan philosophers there was a definite difference betwen their philosophiC 
idea of the Absolute and the gods or their ~hology or religion, while th1e 
ie not true in the Christian concept of things. 
Aristotle, nth his colossal commonsense, was perhaps the 
greatest of all philosophers; certainly the most practical 
of all phj.losophera. But Aristotle would no more have set 
up the Absolute side by side with the Apollo of Delphi, as 
a similar or rival religion, than Archimedes would have 
thought ot setting up th. Lever as a eort ot idol or fetish 
to be substituted for the Palladium of the c1tT_ Or we 
might u well imagine Euclid buUding an altar to an ace-
calM triangle, or offering aeAriticea to the &quare of 
the hypotenuse. The one man meditated on metaptwe1c8 as 
the other .man did on mathematics,; tor the 10ft ot truth 
01' tor curiosity or tor the tun of the th.1ng. But that 
sort of tun never see.ms to have interiered very much with 
the other sort. ot tlmJ the tun of dancing or 81.n&1n8 to 
oelebrate some rljscal.ly' rcID&I'lCe about Zeus becoming a 
bull OJ" a swan. ~ 
Again Cheat.erton presents the truth 1n~a way that 1s eaay to etnbrace. 
Thus he uses this tool e,tfeetJ:vely to win,.a hearing trom hi. audience. 
A book haar been written on the image17 ot Shakespeare, in which the authcr 
~hoanal)'Ses the poet b1 studying the !ages found in bis pl..qa.27 This i" 
2SChesterton, Aut2l49~, p. 169. 
26ah.eterton~ 1bJt ~_ IW.L p. l4l. 
27 Caroline Spurgeon, §hak!''R!AD!I lmIPu AIIl.lil»11i l'elJ.s Jl.i, 2nd ed. 
(CUlbridge, 19.52). 
'1 
may be ca.ft71ng a good thing too far but it does suggest that an author's 
.figures can tell one much about the author's inner selt. This i8 also true in 
the case of Chesterton) his a1mUos and. metaphors do lend the note ot 1nd.1vi-
dutAlity to his prose. 
Two eaam.p1es will suttiee to illust.rate this tact. It is generall.y con-
ceded that Chesterton was a medievalist. a. did definitely love the same 
things that chlt.ra.eterieed. the middle ages, especially chi vaJ.ry and knighthood.. 
A person oan 4iacover this tact f'lun rea.d1ng the straightforward sentences of' 
Chesterton in 1rddch he openly pro<:l..a:ima the tact, or he can see it in the "1'1 
1rIagea vh1ch Chesterton uses. For inetance some ot the landmarks at Chester-
ton t. youth are described in medieval imager;y. He speaks of' 
the 11t1;.l. church ot 'lJl1 bapt18m and the waterworks, the 
bare, blind, dizzy tower ot brick that seemed t to my first 
upwant atar1nga, to take hold. upon the 8tars. Perhaps there 
was something in the confused and chaotie notion of a tower 
ot water; as it the sea ilHlt could stand on one end ~ 
a water-apout;. Certa1r1ly later I though I hardly' know how 
late. there came into rrq mind aome fa,rvry ot a colossal water-
snake that might be the Great Sea Serpfat, and had. eomething 'j 
ot tlwt nightmare neameu ot a dI'agon in a dream. And I over 
against it, the small obureh rose in a spire like a spear, 
and I haft alvaye bow pleased to :remember that it was dedi-
cated to 3t. George. ~ 
The second .figure which g1 ves the reader insight into the character and 
thoqht; patterns of Chesterton is that of Robinson Orusoe. This figure ap.-
peal'S at least twice in two different works of Chesterton. Each t1.'1le the 
figure stands for the 8aI'ft$ thing, it has the same message to carry. The me".... 
sap is that of wander at the oosmos and gratitude to God .for all the wonder-
28Chesterton, A~~. p. 23. 
tul items He has allowed man to salvage. 
In 9tfcbsIkp;y Chesterton aaya. 11The fancy that the cosmos was not vast 
and void, but small and cosy, had a .fUlfilled significance now, tor a.nyt.hing 
that is a lft)rk ot art must be small in the sight of the artist J to God the 
stars might be ~ small and dear, like diamonds. And my r.a.unting instinct 
that somehow good was not merely a tool to be used, but a relic to be guarded, 
11k. the goode frail Crusoe' 8 "hip.o29 
Again in his Autobiographz he uses this figure in pointing out that 
Um1ta.tion does not make ille more unpleasant, but rather it adds interut and 
•• itement to the thinga of eve~ lite. "The eharm of RobinllOn Crusoe is 
not 1n the tact that he could find his wq to a. remote islJmd; but 1n the tact 
that he could not lind &rJ.'3 .,. at getting away f'ram it. It is that tact which 
give. an intensive interest; and axcitement to all the things that he had with 
hint on the island; the axe a.nd. the parrot and the gurl8 and the little hoard 
of gra.1n.u30 
.. 
the last element which Lucas enumerates 1s that of poetry. He says that 
poetry- must never contain prose but that the COl'lVel"se is far {'rem true. A. 
cry of lamentation rises trom his lips at those who make their writing dull and 
dr'&b by never including the element ot poetry 1n their prose. HAnd one ot 
the things that reduce me to annual rage and a.spair in correcting examination 
papers is the spectacle ot two or three hund:red young men and women who have 
• L 29Che.erton~ ~, p. l46. 
3Ochesterton, Aut2R~2iDUt~, p. 104. 
" 
soaked in poetry for two or three years, yet seem, with rare exceptions, not 
to have absorbed one particle of it into their systems J so that even th084lt 
who have acquired some knowledge yet think, too often, like pedants, and write 
11k. grocers.lt)l 
Now whatever accuaations critics might want to make against Chesterton, 
none will accuae him of writing like a grocer. The poetic element could be 
pointed out in moat of the figures thus tar quoted. in this thesis. Eltl'll$1'lts 
luch U sound, rhythm, intuitive e.xpression, condensation, and calor have al-
ready 'been pointed out. But one elem.cmt seems worth considering here. The 
tol.l.ew.ing o'b8el"Y&t1on by Mauriee Evans is ver:r interesting and enlightening. 
SpeaJdng of a part.1cula1" pasaage he 8678' If One is perpetually carried forward .. 
,.et reminded of what is 'behind J and the sudden tranaitlODl to an emphatic use 
of IlL 41.tferent all1terative letter 1s sot\aned. b7 the echo Of its previous 
occurrence. Th1a method brings to mind Coleridge •• anal¥Sis of the tunetion 
of m.etre 1n poet17, 1JJhlch is to emphasize :_th. particular l'Ieat and yet lead 
" 
naturaJ.ly on to the next. u)2 
Hr. Ivana actually StanS a passage of pro_ ahow1ng that the alliterative 
syllables occur in interlocking olu.stera, torming a basic pattern of a a b a b 
b c b c· c 4 c. It wUl be worthwhile to reproduce the passa.ge and Evans- scan.-
810n of it here. 
1 
, ~ I 
I, 
34 
a b b a c 
IJ And .. know not what.lhoek ot welatlon OJ" .£IVUl.s1on all but unhor.l.e.sl 
be bee a a c b 
that strong .tiSer as on the .toa4 to Ral'lIa£cUS J .,!omething iIl!asc.,tibable, over-
d da. e be. 
vhelnrlng a Jalain man in a p!,!lon of 8Ub!letiea that had no ou.:.let but a .£U.!h 
t. t c g c; h h h g g g c 
of !~ t and far a~ down tne dal'kllng English lanes, the throb and tllunder 
...... .. ........... ........ ........... ... .. 
t 
ot the ~ hoOfts. 10r that unholy oroaa the heathen saw stood up still 
ugly and unsanctit'ieci J black against the daybreak ot the world I the shape ot 
s~J an4 sa'l'1ng eu.ch a strange tlash of reftreicm., the cross no Christian 
will 8ftr ...... 33 
Hr. E9'ane scans onl.y the first hal! ot the passage. From where he stops 
to the end, the passag. does not lend itself 80 well to his pattem. In fact 
the buies pattern which he seta up i8 never real.l7 tultUled, and even though 
he should loan it this 11&7. it 18 n1dent that almost an;r pattern could be 
verified tv ald.pping the 8T1labl •• that 1d.ll not fit. But in spite of this, 
• 
hie obaerration that one WON and. sound doe. lead the reader on to the next 
and echo the preceding, 11 .till true. And this i8 a chara.eteristic of poetry 
-one Whioh leads power and moYement to the words and emotions. 
Thus tar this chapter has attempted to show that the s1m:lles and metaphors 
of Chesterton :man1.teat the advantageous characteristics of strength and vitali-
ty, clarity, speed, humor, ind1 vidualit7, and poetX7. Now that the simile and 
33 -
Evans, pp. 140-l42. The passage quoted by Evans is from Chesterton t s 
C2P~, but the page, etc. is not given. 
metaphor have been considered in general, it will be well to consider a more 
specUia type of metaphor which Chesterton util.1zea and Which has its own 
good qualities J this type is the branching metaphor. Herbert Read describes 
this type of metaphor as one IJtollowed out in all its implications, extending 
and bl."'anChing out and at each stage bring1ng fresh light to illuminate the 
idea. If 34 
Maurice Evans calla attention to an example of this in Chesterton· s £.<&-
!u&i.3S Another and eYen more interesting example of it appears in 1hI ~. 
Chesterton finishes an essay on humanism and religion with the tollowing 
branching metaphor. 
Humanism, in Mr. Foerster's sense, has one ver:r na. and 
worthy character. It 1s rea.1l7 trying to pi. up abe 
pieces) that 1s, to piclc up all the pieces. All that 
was done betore was first bl1nd destruction and then ran-
dom and scrapw selection • .u 1f boys had broken up • 
stained-gl.ua ldndov and then ad. a few scraps into 
colol"8d spectacles, the rose-colored spectacles of the 
"publican or the green or )'ellow apeet.ao1e8 of the pe.-
sim1st and the deCadent. But Humanism as here professed 
will ROOP to gather all 1t can. • • .~ But before we call 
either CultUJ.'le or UnMrrhm a. substitute tor religion, there 
is a very plain question that can be asked in the tom of 
a VG'f':f homel¥ metaphor. HUIDIni$m may try to pick up the 
pi •• ell but $An it stick them togethel"? Where 18 the IIt8IDi 
,mich made religion corporate and popular r ~h can pre-
'V'fR'it, it tal.llng to pieces in a ciebria of 1n<l1v1d.uaUatic 
tast.. and degrees? What is to prevent one Humanist want-
ing chastity' without hum1l.1ty, and another bumil1ty- with-
out chastity, and another truth or beauty without either? 
!he problem of an enduring ethic and culture consists in 
find1ng- an arrangemct of the pieces by 'Which they remain 
related, as do the stone. arranged in an arch. .And I know 
34aead, p. 29. 
''mvan., pp. 142-143. 
only one scheme that has thus proved its solidit,., be-
striding lands and a.ges with its gigantic arcbes, and 
C8.J.'I7ing everywhe;g the high river of baptism upon an 
aqueduct or Rome. 
A brief exa.mina.tion of this branching metaphor will show what it realJ.y 
contains. Chesterton begins nth a canmon enough figure of speeoh, "picking 
up the pieces. tf But be turns this phrase to his own purpose by contrasting 
humanism with the others because it picks up ~ the pieces. The others were 
like a group ot scamps smashing up things and just picking up some ot the 
scraps.. Here he both characterizes the attitude, immaturity t and incanplete-
. . 
ness ot the othere-dece.cients, p8es1m1sts, etc • ......and introduces another 
element into the picture which will lead to more development. 
They are lads brealdn.g up stUned .... gla88 windows. Here by inference and 
suggestion he notes the attacks agaj.nst the Church by the "iconoclastic" 
philoeophers about 'Hi'lal he is speald..ng. But with the windowa he had opened 
the door to color and he tuma 1t neatly to descr1b1ng in a picturesque way 
the philosophers· viR' of the universe. 18lfow, gJ'een, rose-colored... There 
is nothing grea.t:Qr o~ about any ot the 1nd1v1d.ual elements here 8'tlOh as 
characterizing a philosophel" aa "looking through green or rose-colored glasses.' 
But the 1Ir8Y' that one figure grows naturally and smoothly !'rom the preceding 
one and oar:ries on the sense ot the passage does add .much to the dewlopnent 
thus tar. 
Although much imagiMtion 1s evident here I still Chesterton is working 
with ideas and the thought is progressing. The argument thus tar might be: 
,., 
humanism is better than the others because they are too narrow and one uided. 
Humanism. picks up all the pieces, but now the argument moves on to the question 
Ubut what w.Ul hold these pieces together?U Where is the ~? He puts 
this word in italics because th1a concrete substance stands tor the key idea 
at this po1n:t. 
The thought and image continUAl as he speaks of this amalgam tall1ng lIinto 
& debris ot indiv1d.ualiiltic tastes." Then he waftS in the ideas again and aaka 
the questions about the extreme individual1_ of such a system.. He then 
beg1na a senten .. 'Wh1ch promises to be straight. logics "The problem ot an en-
during ethic and culture. • • It but by' the time he bas come to the period of 
the ....... , the evolution to concrete expression has taken place_n as do 
the &ton .. ~ in an arch." 
This tiaure ot t.he arch looks back t.o the arching stained-gla.ea 'Window 
with which the passage began and thus acta as So bond ot unity. But it &lao 
does dutY' as an introduction to the next:. tigure, that of an aqueduct. Here 
• 
Chesterton sweeps into tbe moat ~cal and imaginative p&l"Ii of the paragraph 
and brings the passage to a powrtul and poetic 01088. 
Here Ohest.ert.on reveal. how he MW the doctrine, atrength, balance, and 
lite-g1'V'1ng characteristics of the Church in cont.rast to the pseudo-religious 
cults ot his dq. He is tl'71ng t.o put &.eross lOme h1gh1y intellectual and 
de.ply significant concepts and principle. in terms ot sta1ned-gl.aas windows 
and aqueduct.s. He does this much as t.he medievals translat.ed the Gwa, 
O£Sda, and Au ~ into the cathedrals and stained-glass wIndows which were 
eloquent in their sUenoe. One look at 811ch a masterpiece was worih many 
thousand words. 
But Chesterton would be the lirst to agree that he never built cathedrals. 
Still this does not del\1T that he 8S working in the same gu.1ld. He says 
himselft "These monsters are meant tor the gargoyles of a definite cathedral. 
I hnve to ca.rve the gargoyles, because I can CarTe nothing else; I leave to 
others the angels and the arohu and the spires. But I am very sure of the 
stl1e ot the architecture and ot the consecration ot the Chnreh ... ,37 
Another favorite dev.1ce of Ches1;erton is his use of a aymbol to represent 
a whole philosophy or group of th1nkers. He likfSto take the symbol and then 
spell out the elements of it, showing the correspondence between the elements 
ot the a,abol and that ot the qatem itaeJ.t. One of the favorites of Chester-
ton is the cross of Christianity. Again ami again Chesterton applies this 
8)'Jnbol, drawtng fort.h a truth ot Chri8tianit,.. trom its sign. In Q.I$~ he 
sayes "Buddh1am is centripetal, but Christianit,.. is centritugalr it breaks out. 
For the circle is perfect and W:ln1te in its nature, but it i8 fixed tor ever 
in aue. it can never be larger or amalleJ.t.. But the cross" though it has at 
" 
~ 
ita heart a collision and a contradiction, can extend ita tour arms tor ever 
without altering it. shape. Because it baa a paradox in its centre it can 
grow without ohang1ng. The circle returns upon iteelt and is bound. The cross 
opens ita a.nns to the tour windsJ it ia a signpoet tor tree travellers.",38 
Chesterton does not pl"esent thi. as an arguraent nor does he mistake this 
symbo11sm for a qllogism. Ue simply tak.. a.dvantage ot the similarities of 
.- .. 
37aUbert Keith Chesterton, A1.at:mI .w PiYlsmr.AW (London, 1931) I p. 7. 
~ Chesterton" OrtQ.99.<aitit p. 50. 
" 
the ~l and the thing symbolized and makes his observations in an interest.-
ing wrq. The truth or Christianity does not depend on the defensibility ot 
this passage. but the tranamission of the truth from one person to another 
might be greatly helped by the use of this device. 
Another un of th1a symboliaa is found 1n l'.ht ~:&D.llim and it 
again concerns the Church. but this time the symbol is that of the kcq. In 
this passage Chesterton reminds the readel' that Christ founded the Ohurch on 
two figures of speech. the t1rst phr&ae was about tounding it on Peter as on 
a rock J the eeeone! was the 8J'IIbol ot the keYs. He then continues: 
fhe creed was l.ike a kq 1n three respaetfJ, which can be 
moat conVtmiently ~ up under this qmbol. First, a 
k$7 1s above all thiqs a thing with a .})ape. It is a 
thing that depends Wlt1rely" upon keeping 1ts shape. The 
Christian creed. is aboTe all th!ng8 the pb1losophy of allapes 
and the enemy of sMpelessll8ss. • •• Second, the shape 
ot a k-.v is in 1tselt a rather t~ ahaJ*. A savage 
who did not know it \IRUJ a key would have the greatest dit-
t1culty in gutt8sing what it could possibly be. And it 18 
fantastio because it is in a sense arbitr&r'7. A. key is not 
a matter ot abstractitms} in that sense a key is not a matter 
ot argument. It either tits the lOCk 9l" it does not. • • • 
It is .enNless for a man to S&1 he would like a simpler key, 
it would be ta.1" more sensible to do his best with a crowbar. 
And th1rdl7. 1.8 the key is necessarily a thing with & pattern, 
so this was one having in some -.:rs .. rather elaborate pattern. 
• •• It the taith had faced the world only with the plati-
tudes about peace and Simplicity some morallsts would confine 
it to, it would not haft had the faintest. eli'oct on that l\1.'X!ooo 
moue and labyrinthine lunatic asylum. What it did do we 
must nOW ~ de.ribe, it is enough to SlQ' here that there 
was undoubtedly much about the key'that seemed complOOt) indeed 
there was ~ one thing about 1t that was simple. It opened 
the door.39 
I., 
Again an example of Chesterton using the symbol as a. spring board tor hie 
exposition. He could have presented the same ideas without mv reference to 
the key, but by making the connection to the 1/101"'ds of Christ and His ~l, 
Chesterton adds Ii note of interest and speed to this passage. 
The next. torm of concreteness to be considered. in Chesterton's works is 
one which Mr. Belloc acclaims as the "weapon pecul1ar to Chesterton's geniusu_ 
the parallel1sa. QHi. unique, his capital, genius tor illustration by paral. .... 
1411, by example, is his peculiar llIAl"k. the word • pecul.1al"t is here the opera-
ti ve word. Ma.ny have precision, though fev have his degree or precision. • • • 
No one 'Whatsoever that I can Neill in the whole course of English letter'S had. 
his amazing-I would alm.oat. aq IUperhuran-capacity tor parallelism.. n40 
Mr. BeUoo detines paralleliam thwu ttparallellam consists in the illus-
tration Of 8Om8 unperceived truth b;y its exact oonaonance with the refieetion 
of a. truth· already knOllfl and perce1....a ... 41 Both aildle and metaphor would 
participate in this idea of pal"al.l.el1am., bUt the parallel here wUl be con-
• 
a1d.ered as a canparieon which 18 longer than the usual simile or metaphor and 
u8UAll.7 of the paF4ble type. 
Th1a type ot illustration has two mttJ.n us_ b7 Chesterton which will be 
considered heret first, negatively, to show the weakness ot anotherta state-
meat. or qat., second, to illuminate a deep and untam:1Har truth. 
40w.a1re Belloc, 2D .iWl fIle! !ll. gpJ;z£1c Wiatmtm in EQr-UIb tcI!&!tI 
(New York, 1940), pp. 36-'7. 
~., p. 37. 
i 
I! 
41 
For e:rampJ.es of the first use of t.he para.lleUsm, that or showing the 
weakness or another's argument., Hmtil' would seem to offer the best hunting 
grounds sinoe it i8 dedicated to showing up the weak points or the heretics. 
And it does, in tact, offer several. good instances of this use of the paral-
leUsm. 
For instance Chesterton CJ!'it1c1zR Ccmt1sm for making a god of humanity. 
Now that humanity is a god might sound quite pon1ble when explained by Cordts, 
but when .orit1.ouecl b7 Chesterton the theory needs crutches. It As a philo-
sophy it. ia u.n.satistactory. It is eYidently impossible to worship humanity, 
just as it 1s impossible to worsblp the 5avile Club, both are excellent insti-
tution. to which w .m.q happen to belong. But we perceive clearly that the 
Sav1leClub did not make the stars and does not till the universe. And it is 
aurel7 unreuonable to attac.'I( the doctrine or the Trinity as a. piece ot b$-
wUder1ng ~lai8m, and then to alk men to worship a being 'Who i8 ninety m:U-
Uon penona in one God, mdther contound1agthe persons nor dividing the sub-
" 
Another example ot this Wle of the parallel1_ appears in this same book 
when Chesterton wants to show that a certain pa. .... ge of newspaper writ:1ng is 
utt.er nonsense. While the pa.esage is rather long it seems worth quoting in 
funa 
This is the sentence, and. every one should read 1t carefully, 
and roll it on the tongue, till all the honey be tasted. 
tA little sound common sense otten goes further with 
an audience or AmeriC&l1 workingmen t~.a.n much high-flown 
argumeat.. A speaker 'Who, as he brought forward his points, 
hammered Wllls into a board, won hu."ld.reds of votes tor his 
side at the last Presidential Election.' 
I do not wish to lOil this perfect thing with COLDmt J 
th.e words ot MercUl",Y are harsh after the songs of Apollo. 
But just think for a moment of the mind, the strange inscrut-
able mind, ot the man who wrote that, ot the editor who 
approved it, ot the people v:ho are probabJ.;y impressed by 
it, of the incredible American woridng-man, at whom, tor 
all I know, it lI18.7 be true. • • • There may be variations. 
We 'f.!'JIJ.'3' rea.cl-
t A little camnon Sellft impresses American working-men 
more than high-nown ar~. A speaker who, as he made 
his points, palled buttons ott his 'Waistcoat, won thousands 
of votes for his side.' Or, 'Wound. common sense tells 
better in Am,erica than h1gh-tlOtG argument. Thus Senator 
Budge, who threw h1. false teeth in the air eVV7 time 
he made an epigram, won the 80Ud approval ot American 
world..ng-meG. ' 0:J:t apin, 'The sound canm.on sense ot & 
gentleman trcm Earlavood J who st.-trek straws in his h&1r 
during the p;ro~.s of his speech, assured the victory ot 
Hr. Roosevelt 11"43 
On close uamSnat101'1 ot theee tour passages-the one origirml and three 
Chest..rt.on parall.l.........one finds that althouih his are absurd still the only 
difterence bet_en hie raraphraaea and t.he orl.ginal. is that Chesterton· s state-
ments a.:re !rumediattly abIm1'd Whereas the oridnLt can pass for a sensible 
" 
statement. of tact unl .• ss the reader inve&tig.,te a bit closer. this closer 
inveat,igation em the part, ot the reader and tM discove17 at the 1l1ogieaJ..ity 
ot the statement is precisely what Chesterton wants to provoke. 
The second use which Chesterton makes ot this d.vice is to illuminate a 
subtle or deep truth by a kind. of parable, Evidently Chesterton thought 
highly at this manner ot teaching tor he otten ma.<1. use of it. But he also 
tells us explicitly. "l doubt whether any truth can be told except in 
parable. lt44 
Tvo parallelisms wil11Uustrate this ver.y well. The two are consider-
ably different but they !\.1'$ both used to illuminate the same truth. Chester-
ton wants to show the Christian concept of ascetic!Ul to an audience who find 
it difficult to reconcile the a.etical element with the element of joy. He 
explains it this ~ in S~ IluPa. AmdMI: 
The trouble occurs because the Catholic' mind. moves upon 
two planesa that of the' Creation and that of the Fall. 
The ne&1'"8st pa.rallel 1s, tor instance, that ofFGgland. 
invaded J there mlght be strict martial law 1n Kent be-
callA the enemy- had landed 1n Kent, and relati Te liberty 
in Heretord; but th:J.. would not:. atf.t the affection of an 
IngUen patriot for Hel"4d'ord or Kent, and strategic cau-
tion in Kent. would not affect the 1o'fe of Kent. For the 
love of England would remain, bfRh ot the ~. to be 
redeemed by discipline and the parts to be enjoyed in 
l1be1"t7. 'Arrr extreme of Catholia aseeticiam ia a wise, 
or unwise, prilcaution against the evil ot the FaU, it 
i~  a doubt about the good of the Creation. And 
iIa\ 1s where it really doe. differ, not only from the 
rather ... saive eccentncity ot the gentl.eman who hangs 
h1maelt on hooks, but frem the Whole ooam.c theory which 
is the hook on which he hangs.4; . 
That 18 one ~ ot showing the consistency and even common sense ot as-
ceticism and joy walking hand. 10 hand. But Chestert:.on has an entirely dif-
ferent parable Which is equally ingenious in showing this same truth.. He sa.ys 
.. J 
Suppose there appears on this earth a prodigy I a portent, 
or what is alleged to be a. portent. In some way heaven 
has rent the veil or the gods have given some new marvel 
to manldnd. Suppose, for instance, it is a fountain of 
44Gilbert Keith Chesterton, The Poet and the Lunatics (New York, 1929), p. 
130. ----
4Schesterton, Alain+. lb., 6sPa." p. l.2l. 
magic water, said to be flowing at the top of a mountain. 
It blesses like hol1 vater, it heals diseases, it inspires 
more than wine, or those who drink: or it never thirst. 
again. Well, this story may be true or talse; but among 
those who spread it as tnte, it is perfectly obvious that 
the story will produce a number ot other stories. It is 
equall7 obvious that thoft stories v11l be ot two ldnds. 
'be first story will sq: 'When the water was brought down 
to the valley there was dancing in all the vi1.l.ages; the 
young men and maidens rejoiced with music and laughter. 
A SUl"17 husband and 'dte were sprinkled with the holy 
water and reconcUed, so that thf.llir house was full ot hap-
piness. A cripple was sprinkled. and he wnt caperil'lg 
abcJut ga1l.y l.1Q an acrobat. The p.I!d .. were watered 
and became gtq With flowers,' and so on. It is quite 
equally obvious that there \d.ll be another sort of story 
from exactly the same source, told with e.xactly the same 
motive. fA. DVln l1mped IlL hundred miles, till he was quito 
lame, to find the sacred fountain. }len lq broken a.nd. 
bleed1ng among the l"OCks on the m.oun'k1nside in their ef-
to'l't;. to climb art.er it. It. man sold all his 1and.s and 
the rivers running through them tor one drop ot th. 
_ter. A man refused-to tUl:*n. back from it, when con-
fronted with brigands, but waa tortured and died cal-
ling tor it • and so on. There is nothing the leut 
1ncolUd,ate;;! between theae two types ot legend. 'fhq 
an aaot17 what .,uld be Mtu.raJ..lJr expected gi VWl the 
original legend o.f the miraculous fountain.4' 
Parody o.r im.itat1on can also be considered a type ot para.lleliSm.. Ches-
tert.on shocked the world ot l1terary criticism when he introduced sueh a de-
vice into. his BRbtD 1E_3D&- Again acting on the prinCiple that !bmQn8 18 
the surest 'WaY' of sharing, he does show the reader the difference betwen 
Meredith and Browning by describing t.he same ineident in the style of both 
men. 
It Browning and George Meredith were each describing 
the same act, they ndght both be obscure, but their 
obscurities would be entirely different It Suppose, tor 
instance, they were describing even so prosaic and 
materia.l an act as a man being knocked downstairs by 
another man to whom he had given the lie. Meredithts 
description would refer to something whieh an ordinary 
observer would. not see. or at least could not describe. 
It might be a sudden sense of anarchy in the brain of 
the assaulter, or a. stupefaction and. stwmed serenity· 
in that ot the object of the as~ault. He might write, 
'Wa1nwood.'s "Men vary in veracity," brought the baronet's 
arm up. He telt the doors of his brain burst, and 
Wainwood a awitt ruahing ot h1mselt through air accom-
panied with a. clarity as of the annih1lated..· But 
BlI'OWDing might simply be deacribtng tm, material in-
cident ot the man being knocked downeta.irs, and his 
description would rmu-
'What then? lfYou lie" and doormat below stairs 
Takes bump trom. back.' 
this is not 8ubtlety. but .merely a kind ot insane 
8WU't.nes8. Browning 18 not like Mered1th, anx1ou$ 
to pause and examine the senations of the combatants, 
nor does he become obscUl"e through his an:.d.ety. He is 
onl.7 80 anxious to get his man to the bottom ot the 
etairs quickly' that be leave. out about halt the stOl7 .. 48 
45 
The tact that auch a device as this 1s unusual in serious l1terary eriti ... 
• lam does not alter the tact that it makes. the point clear to a degree almost 
impossible by any other means it The ab1l1ty ~ to throw ott a para.gra.ph like 
this shows a thtlaougb knowledge ot the authors under consideration. 
Mr • .,. A. Lea. finds 1n the parodies of Chesterton the manitmation ot 
great crit1cal ability. NIt raay be cont1dently asserted that only a great 
critic could have composed his parodies on Tennyson and walt ~\hl.tman." Then 
atter quoting one or Cht!u.tenonts parodie", on Whitman he continues" tlChester-
ton ower came nearer than that to direct revelation. That is. i'Jh1tma.n, seen 
48Gi1bert Keith Chesterton, Robert Browning (London, 1951), pp. 156-157. 
I 
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with the understanding t.hat is love, and the love tha.t is laUghter. The same 
insight characterizes his studies or Stevenson, Dickens, and Chaucer. 1f49 
The tinal use ot concretes that will be discussed in this thesis is the 
concrete stimulus. This simply retera to Chesterton t a use or stories or par-
ables to introduce his books, essays, or even parts ot essays. One can hardly 
rind one ot Chestert.on t s book. that dou not make use or this concrete st1mullB 
'he collection or essays _ Z.."sag ?]:WI! is nothing more than a series of 
renectione on concrete experiences. In this volume he uses such e~ ob-
jects as pieces of chalk, a pocketknUe, and people he has met, as spring-
boards tor his phiJ.oaopbiain&. 
In QJ:»94aR tor exam~, Chesterton beg1u his chapter "The Maniac," with 
tlsevtoUo1dng concrete st.1mulus. uOnce I remember walJdng with a prosperous 
Y.lblieher, who made a remark wh10h I had. often heard betore; it is, indeed, 
almost a motto or the modem tIOJ"ld. Yet I had heard. it once too otten, and I 
saw suddenl.y that there was nothing in it. !he publlab.er said of somebod;y, 
" 
~ 
t!hat man w1ll get onJ he believes in hi.meelt.. And I remember that as I 
Utted m:r head to listen, my' eye caught an omnibus on w.b1ch was written 'Han-
weU. 'I said 1#0 h1m, 'Shall I tell you. where the m.e.n are who believe most in 
theuelves? For I can tell;you. I know of un who believe tn themselves more 
coloseal.l.y than Napoleon or Caesar. • • • The men who really believe in them-
"el"" are all in lunatic asylums:1t ;o Cheatenon then proceeds to expand this 
.. ¢. 
49,. A. Lea, !b.t ,WA. WIiDSi SIt. J,UU&!tlll l g. 1. 9bmlGm (London, 1946) 
1'1'. 51-52. 
SOchelterton, g~, p. 22. 
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1dea throughout the entire chapter. Many of the chapters of Iht ixgrJaptiQg 
!ID. begin with a similar story leading the reader into the chapter' 6 thesis 
by an interesting dialogue or descriptive passage. 
Ueua.lly II though, the parable Is in the nature of a parallelism which gives 
a condenHd and concrete version of what 18 to follow. Or again it may be 
that the story 1s to make clear a certain attitude which Chesteri;.on wants the 
reader to assume, or an attitude which be UtilUlned. in writing the book. He 
begins Q.£lb$td.ts.l with the story ot a man who set out in a yacht to discover a 
new and und1acovered land and who actually retumed to England without his 
knowing it. Thus this "discoverer" got the great joy of finding a new country 
and yet retinding h1a own native land. Ae Chesterton says, "What cou.ld be 
more delightful than to have in the same few minutes all the fascinating ter-
rors of going abroad canbined ldth all the human security of coming hane 
aga1n?tt51 
Then Chesterton tells the reader that he is this man. That he did set 
• 
... 
out to be a discoverer of at least a new heretical phUosophy. But atter he 
had discovered what he thought was his own brand of hereq I he found much to 
his eurpr1se, but also to his comfort, that he had. onl¥ found the solid philo-
sophy of Chrletlaa1ty for b1m8eU. Now Chesterton could certainly have said 
what he had to eay without sucb parables and t&1r7-tales, but his prose would 
have been far weaker on one point it he had chosen to do 80. The rea9A,blensma 
which Cheste~on has put into phileeoPIV, llterary criticism" and other allied lil:,I,I! 
I" 
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and often arid fields, grows in great part directly tram his use of such 
ima.g1na.t1 VEl elements. 
To sum up, this chapter has dealt with the various torms which Chestertonis 
concreteness took: the simile" metaphor, parallelism, symbol, and concrete 
,t1mu1us. The examples were chosen deliberately from among the better .f.'igures 
of Chestert.on and were intended to show the better qualities of his concrete-
ness. The next chapter w1ll deal with the other side of the coin. The devil's 
adTOC&te must also 'be al.l.owed to present his ev.ldenoe. 
, 
I 
Chesterton'. ability to be constantly battl:ing and yet to make no enemes 
18 an amaslng characteristic. Again and agaJ.n one reads of the others who be-
came bitt.er in controversy and made enemi.. of the men as well as of their 
ideas, still Chesterton could wage var dail.y and yet bave no personal enemies. 
This 1s not. to aay, however, tha.t there 11m" none to criticue him. In fact 
those cloeeat to him are otten the most severe with his faults; and whatever 
the good. qualities about Chesterton's concreteness JIfq be there are the bad 
points which deserft cr1tic1a. 
Some of the cnticiam leveJ.e4 agaj nat Chesterton is general and concems 
the mae. of h1a 'WOrit. "'or the rtlult, 70U bave ma1nl1' G .. I. Chesterton, 'Who 
" 
tumed out in his books 01'l Dickens some of the best work ot which he was capable 
and who sa.1d some onllent things, but whose writing here as elsewhere is 
always melting awq into that pee1Uiar paeud.o-poet.ic booziness which verbalize 
with l.arp COnoeptJ.Oll8 and ignore. the moat obtrtUSiw actualJ.ti88."1 
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Mr. B. Iter Evans levels a e1m1lar charge aga:1nst Chesterton. "Qccuion-
allJ" a writer such as G. K. Chesterton seet.l1S to be forcing prose into new 
effects. as if he were using hie style as an advertisement for his thought .. 
Chesterton seems like a. poet corrupted by 11v:1ng in an age of advertisement. 
though something of the poet remains. It may be tound that the less boister-
ous freshness of Mr. Hilaire Belloc will ~ better ... 2 
These anU.iama are not without foundation. there are passages in Ches-
t.erton·, work 'W1l:lch support them beautitu1.l.y.. Por instance. the reader does 
feel soaewbat as it he 18 atand1ng on sh1tting sand when he reads passages 
.uch u the tol.low1ng. 
In thU sense we are quite ready to admit that Chaucer 
was ~ a lucky and lonely elf, who found a su.nbeam and 
danced 1n it. But sunbeams only' COM fran the SWl, and 
the sun was the oentre of the solar sy-stem. It we are to 
understand it, w must go back to a YM:7 ancient sunrise; 
nay, to ~ repeated sunsets. It is _ true that his 
_light spirit belongs on1T to the day that had not ;yet 
da'WJ.'led.; the day of the Renaissance. It we want to trace 
that 11gbt we .must trace it backward through the ages; 
and, by 1ta1' of a beginning.! a~ w&s he~ recorded a.t the 
atart, we must go b&ek to ~bius. • .... We must go 
back to that 'long evening by the Ked1terraneant , as it 
has been finely oallecl, when all that _. best in a 
Christian Empire, in the person of Boethiu8, remembered 
the Stoics and defied a tyrant and tied • .) 
The concrete element 18 present heN t but one f'1nd.s it dit l'icult to de-
oipher the sign language", The plq on Sunrise, sun, sunset, day sp1rit, and 
dawn sbeds little light on the thought conta1ned. in these sentences. There 
2D. I.t'or Evans, A ~bQ£i WasJiaD: fIl. !itnfrJ.A1b Wmtm,:e (London, 1951), pp. 
225-226. 
'Chesterton, Ct\G9lr, p. 275. 
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are too many elements which have little or no meaning tor the average reader. 
The word ItboozinesaU does not sean excess! vely strong to describe this p&s-
Another example of this type ot semi-poetic t4,"'Ure which lacks the clar-
ity ot prose and the _otional stq1ng power ot poetry :1.8 teond in lll! ~ 
MIt:i.!I&.IIIl. In mar17 respects this is one of Chesterton t s tinest books t but 
it is probably also the one moat tllled. nth this brand ot expression. "This 
18 what we really mean when we way that Asia is old or unprogressive or looking 
backwards. That is 'Why we see her curved. svords 808 &res broken trom that blind. 
lng wheel, why _ see her eerpen.t1ne o1"l'l8lUnt as returning everywhere, like a. 
anake tbat. is never slain. It bas very lit.tle t.o do nth the political varnish 
of progreS8 J aU Asiatica might. have topooohats on their b.ead.s but it they had 
toM. spirit still in thoir hearts, they would only' think the hats would vanish 
and come round again like the planet. j not that runn1ng alter a hat could lead 
them to heaV'ert or even home. til. 
ru. passage is not utter non.eM., wi no one could 8t!J:I that some might 
not. mistake it tor such. Chesterton has simply been "trapped by his own man-
nerisms, by his territ,ying tac111t7. If 1n the worda of Mr. George FraMr..5 
Image. come thiak and fast in the Dddet ot writing and Chesterton does not 
take time to sort the good hom the bad. The Nsult is that his uncritical 
hast. hal pr04uced passages such AI these and the ones to follow. 
'. A.. Lea saye t »He could not tum. word. into a med:1.um. like light which 
4cheaterton, :£b.t. iIel'lilkm& BIn, p. 150 • 
.5Fr&aer, p. 297. 
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illuminates what it talls upon while renudning invisible ltaelt: the spectrum 
of his own idiom. was too di verting.u6 In view of sane of the figures con-
sidered in the preceding ehapter, this stater.;.ent cannot stand unqualified. 
Howver, it is true ot some ot Chestert.on'u concrete images. 
Three particular instancesot Chesterton's uncensored excesses might be 
considered here. First, confusion aomet.t.o results, at other times baabaet 
1s the result, and 8OII8t:irAes .. are s~Dlpl1' more aware of the author than what 
h. want.a to sq .. 
'or examples of the figure that confuses, any one of the three Cited thus 
tar in this chapter 1d.ll do. In such figure. the concrete no longer serves 
the reader. ne teela that he must first tipre out the symbolism and then per-
haps get to the meen1ng. The wole purpose of the concrete is frustrated. when 
this happent. 
Chesterton was also bombaatio. fhis is not meJ'e17 a case of sent1rn.ental-
iam. where the emotion out%'U1'&8 the thought.:: the thought. can bit of the deepest 
" 
and yet the exprGesion be ~1c. !his fa precisely what happGn8 in 1tul 
IDrltGiYli kM. "But. if we are describing, for the moment 1 the atmosphere of 
what is generous and popular and even picturesque, any knowledge of human 
nature w1ll tell U8 that no sutferings of the sows of men, or even of the ser-
vants ot God, strike the same note a8 the notion of the master suffering in-
stead of his servants. And this i8 giftn by the theological and emphatically 
not by the scientific deity.. No lI\Vsterious monarch, hidden 1rlhis staZ"X"Y' 
paT1lion at the base of the cosmic campaign, is in the least like that celes-
t1&1ehi val.r7 of the Captain who carries his f1 ve 'W'OUll<is in the front of bat-
t1 •• 1$7 
Chesterton is deeply' moved 'When he writes these words. There is no 
queltion about that. But in his .ffon to be strong and ll'Dving in his ex-
pression he doa fall into an excess of exuberance. !be pairs or alllterative 
words, tor instance. are all too apparent and. tend to cheapen the passage and 
detract from the effect. 
The third fault that arises as a. result ot this uncritical haste is 
e1m1l.ar to bombast in that the roader is more aware of the figure and symbol 
than what it s1tn1f'1... Hownr, here the images and not merely tbe language 
draw attent10n to them8elyu. Mr. Lea 81vee HVe1"8l e.xamplea of this type of 
figure. 
H. often undertook to <1eocl":tbe simple object ........ bird, 
a. house, a cha1r-and very orten he succeeded in des-
cribing them 1n such a way as to UOl.1N our dormant 
imaginations. a b1rd he wollld define. &)J a 'blossom 
broken loose f'rom. it" chain of atalk l J a house as fa 
gigantesque hat to Cover a man trom the sun t J a chair 
as 'an apparatus ot tour wooden lege for a cripple 
with only two'. In all these fantastic canparieGns 'We 
can trace his ef'tort to communicate hie own renewed. d .... 
light in eve~ thinga. But it is precisely because 
,. can trace his effort. that Cbesterton tails in his pur-
pose. It is the author who startles us by his ingenuity 
not the object by ita nove~ty.a 
These figures are ecattered. in the works ot Chesterton. For instance 
I' 
7 Chesterton, I.bl kgrl..aaw Jim. pp. 302-303. 
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we find this obtrusive tigure in lht lDrJM1<mB lID: "From the lllOIllGnt when I 
the star goes up like a birthday rocket to the moment when the sun is extin-
guished Uke a funeral torch, the whole stor.r moves on wings with the speed 
and direction ot & drama, ending in an act beyond WONS. tt9 The power of the 
concrete is present, but it insists on having all the attention tor itself I 
leaving none for the thought and distl"&Cting the re&tier. 
While these figures draw a.ttention to themselves and thus detract frcm 
the Mue of the work, still the tlgurea themselves are otten good. However, 
Chesterton does create some figures which considered either alone or in con-
text. are not good. Some of these figures are in poor taste while others bear 
that int&1l1OUS name tlm;):nd metaphors!« 
Sc:mtet1Gle. Chesterton·. choice ot :lm&ge a somewba.t unhappy with the re-
sult that the figure jars the read.er.. For instance he uses & dead dog for 
one illustration. II A dead dog oan be lifted on the leaping water with all the 
swiftness of a leaping hound. but only a 11 .. dog can 8ld.m: backwal'ds.ttlO While 
" 
.. 
the .1llustation is valid, the fiNt two words carry a connotation which re-
rota in slight disgust. 
Again one tinds the following figure UHd in Cbl.,t to illustrate the 
fact that the med1evala liked a st017 because i\ had a point. "It was really 
pr:bed, unlike many other prec10ws things. It was prized because it had. a 
point and people were nol'Nl. Mough in their neM'OUS system to start at the 
prick of the point; instead of having their dead minds punctured all over with 
9Chestertcr1, The IDtlraat<w HaIL p. 254. 
1~., p. 321. 
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old pricks, like the diseued arm ot a drug tiend. u11 
Chesterton is back on the old theme ot his contemporaries' minde being 
dull. He teels strongly about the subject and so allows himseU to use some 
rather strong imagery to con'ftj" his feelings. But he lets his feelings get 
the better of him and even the s~patbetic reader ot Chesterton would admit 
that the image loses some ot its ettect 1>7 slightly repelling. It is sim.ply 
inappropriate here and 4Ietracts tra the work. 
A tinal example of the inappropriate figure i8 also one which is not 
entirely clear in its illustration besides lacking good tute. CheSterton is 
contrasting the orient&l idea of God with the Christian concept. "The oriental 
dut7 i8 like a giant who ehould have lost hie le, or band and be a.l~ 8ee~ 
to rind it, but the Christian power is l..ike some giant who in a strange gener-
osity should out otf h18 right hand, 80 that 1t might of its own accord shake 
hands with him. ltL2 
lor 18 Chesterton above the mixed~. They are not excessively 
" 
.. 
common-however, no OM aa:1.d that when Hom.eJ' nod4ed, it was a point in his 
favor. Chesterton too nods and the critic must call the strikes when they oc-
cur. 
1M ~&Dg IUl again supplie. an example ot the rdxed. metaphor. 
Chestert.on is illustrating how the Chr1at1a.n doct.r1ne 'W'8.:I1!Id and waned through 
histo1"7. If It was all the more unexpected and. theretore all the more unmis-
II 
Chesterton, 9b!ll9!£, p. 57. 
UChest.erton, 2J1.hQsiQR, p. 245. 
t.akable, that the ssven-branched eand.l.e-etick suddenlJr towered to heaven like 
a miraculous tree and named until the 8tUl turned pale. But other ages have 
sun the day conquer the candle-light and then the candle-light conquer the 
dq. Again and again, before our time, men have grown content with eo dilut.ed 
doctrine. And again and again then has followed on that ctllution, coming as 
out ot the darkness in a crimson cataract, the strength of the red original 
wine.u13 
Cheetert;on introdQces his flrst mixture 'When he has the candle-stick 
grow 11ke eo tree and name. But even les8 fitting is the sudden change to the 
wine image. He has let himselt be trapped bJ' the reference to dilutionj at 
tirst he refers to the dilution of light but then suddenly without e:rx:l warning 
or reason he tums to the wine. 
In 2I:tc.ba9m Chesterton introduae. another tigure which, besides being 
l%d:Dd, is not particularlyor1g1nal. Be __ In 
I had found this hole in the worldsth, fa.et that one 
must somehow tind a ~ ot loving the ~ vorld without 
trusting it; somehow one must love the world without 
being worldlT. I found this projecting teature ot 
Christian theology, like a sort ot hard spike, the 
dOfPD&t.ie 1ns1atence that God wa_ personal, and had _de 
a. world separate trcm H1meelt. fhe epike ot dogma. 
fitted exactly into t.he hole in the world-it had evi-
dent.ly been meant to go there-and then the strange 
tb1ng began to happen. When once these two parts of 
the two machines had come together, one after another, 
ell the other parts titted and teU in with an eerie 
exactitude. I could hear bolt a.ft.er bolt all over 
the machinery falling into its plaoe with a kind ot 
cl1ck of reliet. Having got one part right, all the 
II 
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other parts were repeating. that rectitude, as cloelc 
after clock strikes noon.14 
57 
Chesterton's change !':r'om. the "ep1ke" and the Ifhole" :in the world to the 
image ot a machine is aomewbat contusing. His "bolt after bolt falling into 
placen is not particularly' apt nor iUl.1IIinating" 
George Fra.ser points out another area ot dit.ficulty in Chesterton. lie 
admits that Chesterton's f'anciM t.licit,. does help illustrate abstractions: 
wret even that telicit,. leads, in the long run, to a ra.ther wearying effect. 
Every sentenoe, as in 1mer$Otl or WUde, has to tell} and tIL writer tetlo composes 
with the ind1rldual sentence as his unit will never write vsrtJ oonc:tse or co-
I
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herer1t paragraphs. Chesterton, in tact, tends to repeat h1111801f with w.rl.a.tion ; i'i
, 
II 
the surprises becane monotonous 11 the reader teels a drastic desire to com-
press. It l' 
Chestert.on' s repetitions SJ"e wearying.. AU ot his figures do not sui.fer 
tram this fa.ult by any l'IIetUl8, but when Chesterton does fall into this u.nr~"l.PW 
. ' 
practice 11 the reader chafes under tbe rer,:et~t1ons" 
Sometimes Cheeterton will use a series ot similar examples to iJ~ustmte 
one point; theae can be etfectively used, but now and then the examples are 
too similar to warrant more than one, TIds is true of :1 serles that occurs 
It i.8 perfectly reasonable that, men should seek for 
.. 
some particular variety of the human type. so long as 
they are seeking tor that variety of the human type, and 
not tor mere human variety. It is quite proper that a 
British diplomatist should seek the society of .Japanese 
generals, if what he wants 1s Japanese generals. But if 
'What he wants is people different £'rom himself, he had 
much better stop at bo.me and discuss religion with the 
housemaid. It is quite reasonable that the village 
genius should. come up to conquer London if what he 
wants 1s to conquer London. But it he WAnts to conquer 
something fundamentally and symbolically boetlle and also 
very strong, he had much better rema1n where he is and 
have a row wit.h tbe rector. The man in the cruburban 
street is quite right it he goes to Ramsgate for the 
sake of Ramagat ......... difficult. thing to lmag!ne. But it, 
as he expresses it, he goes to Ram8ga.te • for 8. change,' 
then he vould haft a mucb more romantic and .'NIl -1 ... 
dramat.ic change if he jumped over the wall into his 
uigh'bort • garden. The con_quane •• woulc1 be bracing 
in a sentz far beyond the poselb111tiea or Ramagate 
hygiene. 
At mother t:im.e Chesterton use. the Game figure: three dif'terent fd.:mes. 
but he does 80 within the cramped apaCe ot tour pages. Although the figure 
changes slightly the change ls not enough to cover over the threefold repe-
tition in 80 short a space. On page 281 of bia AataNeN:lDhl a certain l'fr. 
" 
Birrell "rose like a wh1te-manec:l lion."l? On the next page a Mr. Russell "rose 
like some vast tish. dB Within a ift page. "there arose slowly in the middle 
of the room, ~. sarne vast leviathan arising tram the ocean, a huge health7 
a1mpl......tacec.i man. of the plastering protession."19 These might be tine in 
l.6Cheatert.on, B~is'h p. 167. 
l?Chesterton, Aut.9lt!12&DPlJl', p. 200. 
18 ' 1ll&d., p. 281. 
19 ll!isl., p. 284. 
small doses-but enough Is enough. 
At other times Chesterton takes one idea which Is fine and then proceeds 
to g1 ve the reader so much ot it in various way-s that the reader soon loses 
his a.ppetite. Maurice Evans says this about such a habit: "He uses reiteration 
to produce a thunderous insistence 8..'ld points his arguments with a pungent 
antithesis. But 1.8 with everything else, he has a fatal tendency to overdo 
things. • •• Moreover, he has an ext.remel.y ir:ritating trick ot playing with 
an idea, chaaing it through various tome till it Is completely stale. «20 
Here is an example ot tbe trightened idea aeeing .f'rom. Chesterton. 
Against all this the ph1lo~ ot St. thomas stands 
rounded on the universal common conviction that eggs 
are eggs. The Hegel1a:n l1\8.y' sq that an egg is reall7 
a hen, because it 1s a put ot an endless process ot 
Becom.1n~n the Berkel.ian may hold that poached eggs 
onlT mat as a dream existsl since it is quite as easy 
to call the dream the ca'Q8e ot the eggs as the eggs the 
cause ot the dream, the Pragmatist may believe that we 
get the best out of scrambled eggs by torgetting that 
they .... r were eggs, and 01'll3 remembering the scramble. 
But no pupU of st. fmmu needs to _dle his brains in 
order adequately to addle his eggs; to put his head at 
~ peoul1ar angle in looking at. eggs, or squinting at 
eggs, or 'WinJdng the other eye in order to see 8. new 
s:lmpl1tlcatlcm ot eggs. the !homist standa in the broad 
dayUght ot the brotherhood ot men, in their common 
coneoiouane8s that eggs are not hens or dreams or mere 
practical assumptions} but thing. atte,~ed by the Autho-
rity ot the SenNa, which 1.8 from God.41 
In another ot his essqa in 1ll! ltJJ. IW1 * a'l' QXI, the technique 
18 the same although the egge aake W8.7 for applee. In this essay Chesterton 
goes on for some n1ne pages 'Waving the apples before the reader's noae. The 
2o,gva.ns, p. 138. 
2lche3t.erton, §A1.m ~I A9WJlM, p. 180. 
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apples are the "forbidden fruit," "the eftort to consume them. fruitless." 
There is tithe apple of Adam" and. nthe apple or Newton."22 The ownll effect 
ot aU this i8 similar to eating too much apple pie-the read.er sickens of the 
constant repetition. A good thing can grow naunat1ng when taken in large 
quantities. 
Another bad habit which Chesterton acquired can be traced to his journal.-
istic work. This flaw, which 1s found in hi. VOl'ks of criticism prompts Yalid 
ebj8Ctlon. Se had. the r.a.bit of 1llustra:tJ.ng h1a theses by reterences to 
ph~ of Ute and literature which could bave meaning onl.7 tor his news-
pape~1ng pub11c. In hi. k9'tNAs we tind him. illustrating the obscurity 
ot the pOGt byreterenee to M1es Marte Corelli. In ~ the popularity of 
the nowllat is oontrasted with that of a certa.1n Mr. WilHam La Queux. 
U these books were merely art;icles tOf! the Rl;tly Bm or sane other 
paper the reterences would certainly be defensible because such articles are 
intended to be ephemeral, and the readers can be presum.ed to be familiar 'With 
'j 
~ 
the persons mentioned. But a serious study of someone like Dickens or Browning 
should a1m at p8:rt:l'J8nence. Such studies should. be written with an eye to those 
much later readers of DickeM and Browing 'Whe will ce~ know not.bing of 
a Hiss Mane Corelll or a Mr. WlllJ am I.e Queu. Any American reader of today 
who finds such references 1n Chesterton's writings rea11~es the price Chester-
ton bas paid for such antic.. '!'he coat is considerable to his lasting value 
and univel"Nl1ty, expeci&ll.y when these fl.aws could haTe been so .ally 
22G. K. Chesterton, nw !I!J.l iI!1 !bI. ~haJJm, "Re.t'lections on a Rotten 
Apple, It pp. 220-2'1. 
avoided. 2, 
This chapter has presented. some ot the fl&ws of Chestert:.on' s concrete 
style. There are some points here on which the critic can very 'I'1ghteou$17 
level his guns of disapproval •• Chesterton tailed very otten} perhaps he 
tailed as often as he luceeed.ed, perhaps oft.ener. The tact that the chapter 
on his faults i8 tar shorter than the one on his good poi.'1ts on4 indicatea t 
he tailed in tewr ways J but it does not clen7 that he tailed often in these 
weak pointe of his. 
'the ruult,. of these faults aa well as the m1.UI14erstanding of ~ of 
hie good points w:Ul be diousoct in the conclucl1ng chapter 11 
k U 
23CecU Chesterton, p. n. 
smq.U\.RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The first thing that must be done in making the conclusions trom the 
tortgoing tacte, is to reject. t.wo ext.reme positions. It is evident that, Ches-
t.rton has no cla1m to literary infallibility, nor does he deserve the pitT 
:reaerftd for the buftoon. '1'00 otte. enthua1a.et1c Catholics refuse to see a.ny 
faults in the writ ot Chestert.on. For instance Monsignor John Cavanagh male.,s 
the following statementt "fhough be seemed to let his iagination range freely, 
it was alwa;ys in control ot his ~1cal reuon. Some of his great works, 
like QDtw:s!W and i.bI. iIJrl,atw la, can pUe Joke em joke and laugh on. 
laugh, but. all the whlle in magisterial fash1en he is l.ay.1ng bare the taJ.lacies 
and. po1nt.ing out the d.angeroua !mpl.1cat1ona ot eome specious great error which 
his contemporariee have nai'nll¥ embraced. u+ 
This might be 10J'&lty to Cheatert.on, bUt it 18 blind and mistaken loyalty. 
Tbe object! ve facts, wn.n oons1ciered tully J sim}:>l7 oannot lead to such a. con-
clusion. Chetltert.on did. exceed the limits ot good taat.e and common sense at 
t1laes. Perhaps a reader 18 wUl1ng to overlook these errors in his own reading 
but When he aets as an objective critic, he must either recognize them. or tail 
in h1s task. Belloc, Hollia, an4 otber friends of Ohesterton navel" fall to 
see the clear distinction between .f'r:lendah1p and an unbiased critical attitude. 
, .. 
~signor John Cavanagh, IIChestert..on the Great-And On4r," .2!at SJ.mSli% 
JisiiPt. (Date and other intormat1on unaw.Uable.) 
To recognize theae faults where the,. occur i$ not to condemn the entire work 
of tiL man; it is simply to pre$Oind from. the good pOints. Everything cannot 
be aaid at one time, but one muA. be caretul to 8ay everything that pert.aine 
to the subject-the whitewash should be left for the fence in the back yard. 
On the other hand it would be fooUsh to oondemn aU of Chesterton' a 
pro .. because he falls into eome errors of jw1gment. In the light of the see 
chapter of this thesis as wall as of the opinion of 80 matl1 outstanding Uter-
&1"1 men, .. 8\t.lII1IU7 condemnation would be even more foolish than an unqualified. 
stamp of approval. the task is to t1')" to He both aspects a.t the Bame time 
and in the llght of batth to make IlL balanCed jud.giHnt. 
Chesterton did enj.,. .. great deal of PIJIIJarity dur:in.g his lifetime. A 
journalist ia either popular or he ceases to be a journalist, tor his profes-
sion d.emanda that he be actMpf:.ed 'qy his public. lftur¥ booU of aPJ)l'eC1ation 
have been 1IIl"itten on him and 10M two hundred periodical articles are ready at 
band tor the :interested Chutert,cm.1an. tbls popularity will serve as a ruu-
" 
able gauge in drawing the conclusions of this la8t chapter. 
Chesterton wa_ popular with bia :read.1ng audience-the common man of Eng-
land.. He was alec in the favor and 8steem of the intellectuals with whom he 
did bat.tl......w.ll., Shaw, and C~-aB vell as those with whom he joined. 
foroea-8eUoc, Hollis I Bari.ng. But. one thing wet be not;ed and investigated I 
the re&8Ol'l wh7 these people llked him. 
The intellectuals accepted Chesterton on their own grounds; he was a 
thinker who dealt with them on the plane or ideas, expressed in his om pe-
culiar manner. But these men to some extent or other shared his own keen 
viSion; they were like h1m at least in one respect J they were intellectuall.y 
rl: I 
" 
,II 
alive. 
Kr. F. A. Lee. goes so tar as to maintain that the reader must already 
share the vision ot Chesterton or he v1ll tail to understand him tull.y. II If 
we wish to share the 'Vision, therefore, we m:uat tol.l.oW the arguments; but we 
shall in aU probability be unable to follow the arguments unless we share the 
viSion, in S<De mea.sure, alrea.47. 'To him that hath shall be given, and tron 
him that hath not ahall be taken away, eTefl that wt:dch he hath .... 2 
Belloc echoes the same thought when he aqa that the permanenceot enes-
tert.on depends on whether the liingU.sh peopl,e tum to the Catholic Church or 
not. It thqalreadJ' .bare t.he 'filion Which he ea_ so clearly I then and ~ 
then w:Ul the,. .find 1ft him his full value.' 
,... an analy'sis of reactions to Chesterton thie does seem to be true. 
Somehow a reader must share the vieion of Chesterton to see the real meaning 
which h1a concreteness Ulum1natea. Some shared the vision, recogniled the 
real and deeper meaning, but still rejected,. 1t. Such was the reaction of peopll 
such &s Shaw and Wel.l.s. Tbe;y MWr mistook ~h18 writings tor entertai.tmlent. 
No serious thinker spends & good deal of time txy.tng to reMe the local 
otrum:J were deep enough to see the meaning and, although hostile to it at 
first, to be eventually converted by it. Such V&.8 the case of C. S. Lewis: 
It was here that I first read a volume of Chesterton·s 
2z.e., p.37. 
, . 
BellGe, pp. 35-36. 
II! 
II 
easa.ys. I had never heard at him and had na idea of 
what he stood for; nor can I quite understand why he 
made such an 1uned1ate conquest of me. It might have 
been expected that rq peStJim1amt D\V atheism, and m::I hatred 
of sentiment would have made him to me the 1ea.st con-
gen1a1 of all authors. It would almost seem that Pr0-
vidence, or some t second' cause ot a 'Very obscure kind, 
quite overrules our previous ta.stes when it decides to 
bring tw m1n4s together. L1Jdng an author may be as 
involuntary and improbable u falling in love. I waB 
br now a nttic1entlJ' experitmeed reader to distinguiah 
liking frOm a~. I did not need to accept. what 
Chesterton said in order to enJo7 it. His humor was 
ot the kind which I like best-not t jokes t imbedded in 
the page like currents in a cake" still leas (1!Ibat I 
cannot endl.U'e) J a. general tone of n1ppancy and jocu-
l.ali.ty, but the humor Which 1. not 1n &nT way "pal"-
able f'rcm the argument but is rather (as Aristotle would. 
say) the bloomcn dialectla it .. U. the &'WOrd. glitters 
not. beeause the swordsman set out to make it {I',l.itter, 
bu.t becawN he 1s fighting for his lite and therefore 
mov1ng it 'Very quickly. For the critlos who think 
Chesterton trivolOWl or 'pa.ra4ox1cal' I haw to work 
hard to feel even pit,., S1JnP&tb3' 1s out of the question. 
f •• In rea.d.ing Cbeetert<:Ja I as in reac:iin& MacDonald, ! 
did not know what I was let t:mg Jn7Mlt in tor. A young 
an who w.tshes to l"eID81n a sound Atbe1st cannot, be too 
caretul ot his readiDg.4 
Another e:ample ot a person who saw t.~ to the depth ot Chesterton IS 
light manner 181 M1.es Dorothy Salmon. A.t'ter attending a Shav-C1:'esterton debate, 
which she attended as a Fa.bian and supporter of Shaw, flabe said in a surprised. 
tone, 'But G. K. 'WaS £~I' After that she never looked back. She died two 
years agot Mother ~!ar:r Raphael, Abbess ot the Poor Clare community at w~orking­
ton. liS 
, 14 ." 
. . 
40. S. LevU, §la£RGIsIt &t IJa. (lew York, 1956) J PP .. 190-191. 
~8ie ,,'lard, ! BE.Ym 12 Cb!!!teS£&9Jl (London, 1952), pp. 130-131. 
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will are his fellow religion1sts who find 1n him a. wealth of help in under-
sta.nd.1ng and appreciating their Faith. This will be d.isoussed more at length 
at the conolusion of this chapter. 
But the eamnon man ot Eng,land-the ordina.r)r protestant, newspaper-reading 
Englishman of Chesterton's t1m.e-8eemed to follow the essays of Chestertion 
for .. dU'f'ererlt reason. Al.momt everyone who rea.lly understood Chesterton 
mentions one thi.~& in writing ot h1uu that he was m1sunderstood. He did win 
a hearing .trom. his audienee#, and applause atter he had :finished. But was the 
applautiJe tor the right :reason? Several statements lead one to believe that it 
'1!1'&8 not. 'this group of readers did not lJ.ke Chestcrt.on tor the same reasons 
that the intelle4tuala did. 
Hr. Fl'ank Swinnerton who traveled in the literary circles or Chesterton's 
dq ~ to think that Chesterton's audiences missed the real point at his 
lectures. WhUe he spee.1(_ here ot the spoken lIOlil, the difference is :negli-
gible since the writ.1ngfJ and ltto\ure8 ot C~erton _re so al.1ke. U [H] e 
" 
began to apeak from public plattOlWl, were he was encouraged. by Bernard Shaw 
and misunderstood by h1s audiences. ft6 
Another man who underatood Chesterton tar better because of the common 
beliefs ther shared was aau. Cammaert.s. He saysl 
'or the reasons noted a.bove, Che$1;erton could not have 
made himnlt heard unless he had adopted a !ri. v610us tone, 
and no doubt some naive readers were misled into believing 
$. 
that he only meant to entertain them by his banter. But. 
the conf'lict betwon the laughing prophet and his public 
went deeper than that. Had he expressed himself' o~ 
he would have been atoned or sl1enced·-.wil1ch would have 
been the same to him.. Hav:J.ng uS'lJml.ld motley, he was al-
lowed to epe4k. King Public could not show his anger 
without me.kiDB a. fool of himself. Being umdlling to 
hear, he laughed, but he laughed with vengeance, tor he 
ignored the deep meaning ot the words and pointed to the 
jangling bells. 
.. • • • .. • .. • .. • • • .. • • .. ... It • • • • • • • •• 
He .felt the humUiat1cn of beirucapplauded as an enter-
tainer and ignored .. a tb1r1ker:; 
6'1 
.Alan Handaere is one of the man who does applaud. Chesterton as a. mere 
entertainer, thus slapping h1s tace as a. thinker. There is a good deal of 
spite in hi. sentence which reads, "For lflOSt or us it does not in the least 
matter what Hr. Ohestert.cn means, tor we are all enterta.ined beyond measure 
b7 what he 81117S. itS 
Chesterton had to tell Mr. JfcCabe that t'\uuw was not. the opposite of 
.,er1otUJ. And Mr. McCabe's attitude .. e.1so that of $0 mtm7 of Chesterton's 
audience. 'he great heat or his readers were also under the delusiQJl; they 
... 
thought that Ohesterton was .t"ut1.nT. And it he _s ~, then he could no m.ore 
be ftal.lJr serious than he could be sitting and standing at the same time. 
They allowd h1m to make them laugh, but drew the line when he wanted them to 
think. 
Now jut. how is the coneret.nes$ of Chesterton concerned with this pro-
. , 
bla ot misunderstanding? It is evident. that. the concrete is Chesterton's 
constant tool. lmch of the readablenu$ of Q. K. is due to the Ute, color, 
and humor of this element. But by considering an example bere it. w:.Ul be 
obvious that. there 18 a det1nite danger also involved in its U8e. 
In chapter two of ttd.s thesis a passage wa.e cited tram U!atas,.S 
Chesterton hoped to Uluatrate by th.i.s eample the tact that EnglA.."ld was grow-
ing lick. . He wanted to shew that a healthy man· thinks aboUt the end to be at-
tained and not. thepreces8 by which he hopes to attain the end. The beeJ.tb7 
man a1mpl,J' kieka the man downstain, he does not sit around thinldng about 
the phya1oaJ. procells. Now Chestert.OI1 is atrem.~ serious in his thought 
here. ,., men loved Eng1.and. v1th a deeper and more meaningtullove than Ches-
terton'".. He wanted to wake the people Up to the tact that his and their 
eount17 was sick, as a husband might want. to awaken his tam:ll¥ if their home 
-.8 bum1ng to the grollD.d.. But the danger is that his readers vUl miss the 
point J instead of awakem.ng to the fact of·~ Id.ckneaa they rt'A7 merely laugh a.t 
" 
the ~ of eaSllng tbnltugh the air. 
Chestert.'s writing 18 t1lJ.ed with suoh st~ imaginative and tanci-
tu1 coneretee. COIU!JeqUently the whole at.moaphere of his work 1.$ filled with 
a. l:l~. and humor that comes from this etl"Ong ue ot ~ginatlon, and there 
is 11ttle wonder that the aftrage reader would mJ.at.ake hie intention. Ches-
tert.cn can tell the reader that he is not merely trying to ooin praise 'by 
coinina clewr phrases and ep.igram$, but the reader is liable to be too aware 
Bet. p. 28. 
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of the euperficial levity t.o take heed ot iUs words. 
Just as· it takes e. superior mind to. see the similarity in diss:Lm1l.ars 
and thus create a. sim:Ueor pua.l.lella, 80 it takos some insight. to be able 
to see t.he deeper meai1ng in such figures. Popular readers have tailed to. do 
this tor as long as men haft populansed profound. cloctrine. Pla.to can be read 
by cert.a1n aud1enoes without suspicion that he i~ e. serious philosopher. The 
difficulty is not. that he contains no real pbllosoph1c matter, but. tha.t the 
matter can be milltakentor mere Jr.aag1nation and poet%7 and not ·aeen AS a poetic 
cone.ption of pb1losophy. 
The most $1l'4P&thetic and appreciative of Cheatert.ont s friends point out 
this characterist1e of supert:1cial ~u... and lfW1t,. .. They also note the 
danger eonoam:1.tant with it. In a puage cited earl.t.er lorr. Gilson remarkech 
"He lett it to those lIIho cwld understand. him. to. know tbat he was right, and 
deep) to the others, he apol.&g1a4ll<l tor being right" and. he made up tor being 
deep by btd..n& witt7. ~ ... AU .t.aIt __ "" lU-u9 
Belloo also remarks on this pointrt "1\ lima, I t.hink, this in hit."l, the 
int,&llectual dJnu1c action, which made it. so d:i.f:f1cult tor his sluggish a."1d 
superf1c:1.al contemporaries to und.eratand hi.m.. It 1It'Ould have been 'botter per-
haps bad he never fallen into verbali_ (Wherein he t,ended to exceed.) For 
too18 were led thereby to think that he was merely a verba..1ist who;ree.s he was 
in realit.Y' a. thinker so profound and so direct that he had no equal. AnyhOl-f, 
verbalist he waa. It was hiB aupe1"t1c1a1 defect. alO 
• IU ; ... 111 
90t. p. ,. Author' $ italics. 
l.Oselloe, p. 71 .. 
Christopher Hollis makes this detinite judgment on the matter. "Un_ 
doubtedly' an ertect of his style was to make ma1V' readers take him les8 serious-
ly than he wuld have wished. Por it 1s not everyone who can dist1ngu1sh be-
tween the solemn and. the serious. u11 Maisie liard also admits that at tirst 
glance much of Cheatel"ton is misleading. II A euperfie1al glance 800S onlJr t11$ 
er:roraJ a. deeper gu_ di.acoWt's the t.ruth. lf1.2 
Joseph Conrad also remarks thA1l Chesterton's Ityle at times hides the 
real value of the thougb.t. "Cheetert.on bas expressed better than. anyone 'IJIT 
opinion abeut D101aIrla. !bat delighttul 11ttle book h$ wrote onJ)1ekena) you 
know, 1$ more remark&ble than it appears, beo&uee the paradoxieal tt:*t.ure ot 
phrase hid .. the 8lQ\Ct and real profunditY' ot tbat studT .,,]3 
1_ the peoplfJ w.1th vhom Ch.ste:rt.on wanted to share his insight were 
precd.M17 the superficial and sluggish contemporaries who could not. see beneath 
the 8U.1!'tac.. !he dU'tlcultl' ia that their blindn .. also made it impossible 
tor them to eM beneath the surface of Cheate"on. Ohesterton HemS to be con-
" 
~ 
demned of failing to reub hil audience b7 the statements of his fel.loW' l1ter-
a'l'1 men. All the foregoing statements lead to this conolusion. 
!he ccamon people l1ke him chiefly tor his v:1.t and illustration. 'lhat 
hie excess and humorolls aspeet lead maror astral should aurprin no one. And 
' .. 
11 
. Ch:r18t.ophe:r Hol.1.i$, i. 1. "bsumFkli, Supplement to BrtWe§Ja ~ lilY.! 
(London. 1950) # p. 26. 
l2ward. t p. 3m • 
. Un. t. Megc&, "Joseph Conrad: Man and Artiot," The BS?St1tPH, LXX (August J 1926), 238-241, citing Conrad. 
although it might be argued. that it 18 impossible to move the masses of common 
people 'With ideas, no matter how one presents them, still some of Chesterton's 
failure must be attJ'ibut.ed to hi. concreteness. 'roo many of bis readers 
found th18 element an end and not a means. 
Bowwr, this does not cancel all that has been said 1n the second. 
cbapter about \he good elements of his COIlCmeuua. !be concl.u8ion of this 
t besis is somewhat of a paradox. 'or, Cheaterton says that he wrote ephemeral 
material tor the reader of the !!tUX If.Ia,. let 1t ha.a Just. been sbotm that he 
often taUed to reaeh the reader of the lID. And. much of Chestenon's "epheme 
al!' wrk w.Ull1ve tOJ"eftr because Truth wlll live torever, and. b9 has ott.en 
illundned th1a in & b:rill1ant and. urdque.manMJ'. It JJlq'take & student of 
met.apb,Ja1oa to appreeute some of Chesterton t 8 writing on the unbel1ewblenes8 
of exietenee, but in Chestert.on such a stuc1entt finda a br1ll1ant friend who 
will show h1II. real1ti •• in & light DfmItr befo:re • .-. Chutel'ton can share 
td.th ROh .. man, not meN log1oal. expoa1t~, but experient:1aJ knowJ.ed&e. His 
" 
concrete exposition and illustration otten :diake a theory grow flesh and blood 
tor the reader. 
The same thins is true for the Christian or Catholic. Chesterton's ll-
lutratiom o.ft.en leave the reader without the definition of gratitude, but 
they can till him with the incomparable gi.t't which is the affection itself .. 
Again and again this is done 1>7 aWle. l1l$taphor I pa.n.llelism or parable. The 
m.ere 1dea becomes a new reality capable of giv:1ng new lite to the reader's 
knowledge and love of God. ).fonsignor Guardini has said: it As for theological 
a.nalysis, however true 1n itself' and fundamental.ly important to Christian 
thought, it is necessarily abat,ract,. Henee, 1n order to advance at all in our 
i 
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faith, we are bound to call some concret:.e train of thought to our assistanee.n14 
This Chesterton does again and a.ga.1n. 
It is true that the reader must share with Chesterton at least the funda-
mental belief' in sane kind of' ultimates-4ven i! these be merely the principles 
of logio. Even on this leftl h. wlll find mucb worth and sound matter in Ches-
terton. As the eommon ground between Ch.st.e~n and. his reader grows, so will 
the profit ga.1ned in rea4ing him. The more & man can 8" b.r himself, the more 
Ohesterton w.Ul be able to ahow him. fh1a hall CGl"'ta1nly been the case with 
th.aut~ this thelia and _ems a.lso to be borne cnt;, in the experience of 
oth.... tho .. brillJ.ant. Catholic 1ntellectu.aJ.a lIith whom Chesterton shared 
most were also the loudeat in his praiae.. Hollis, Baring, Bellce, Gilson-
men closest to Chesterton in hi, genius also f'1nd tbe most mearu ng and inSight 
in h1m. 
!be paradox of ~ert,ont8 concreteness might be 8'f.IJnIMd up tbwu "To 
him that hath ,ball be g:l.wm, and trom that hath not shall be taken away.IS 
" 
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